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PREFACE 
An abiding characteristic of higher education in the United States 
is that approximately one-half of all college entrants are eliminated in 
one way or another prior to graduation. As greater numbers of individuals 
have sought higher education and as pressures for increased efficiency in 
educational institutions have been heightened, attention has been focused 
sharply on the problem of college student dropout, Much has been 
published in scholarly journals and elsewhere regarding college attrition; 
but, as yet, little has been accomplished in reducing the rate of its 
occurrence. The investigation reported herein originated from the premi,se 
that attrition rates cannot be substantially reduced until a more 
effective means is devised for predicting individual cases of college 
student dropout. The principal objective of the study was to construct 
a scale of essentially non-intellective test items which would supplement 
conventional scholastic aptitude measures in predicting dropout, 
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. C'.HAl''fER I 
TEE NATURE OF 'l'HE I'P.;0:J3LEM 
I.ntroduction 
This dissertation reports an investigation of some fa~tors r~lat~d 
to college stµdent dropout. the primary objective of tµe stud¥ was to 
exteqd presently used methods of appraising students toward the end of 
<hivel,.opin~ a I!lOre effective mean;s of predicting co Hege student dropout, 
Studies of the e~tent of college student dropout have produced 
data whicp indic~t.e that ove~ qne~half of all students entertng ~our-
year colleges withdraw t~mpo~arily or permanently from college p~ior to 
gradu/:1.tion. '.['hough subject; to various in.1;:erp:i;-etations, sµch, data quite 
elearly indicate th~t college student dropout directly af~ects a large 
portion of the college student population. Slnce it does directly affect 
large numbe:i::s of the nation's youth--.m,ost of whom are among the mcpre 
academically talented one~half of the population as a whole ... -college 
student dropout;: becomes a mFl,ttj:!r of concern to higher edµcation insti.tu .. 
tions and to the society of which they are a part. 
A bMic assumpti,9n, underlying this Eit:udy i.s t.hat each case o;f 
college stude~t dropout: does represent at;: least a s~U loss to the 
ind1-,vi.du~l, the institution, and the larger society i.nvolveq. This 
assumption is hel.d despite the fact that; dropout in some cases may 
signif;Y goal fulfillment as much as failure, and despite th,e commqnly 
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~xpr~ss~d view that dropout is necessary in order that institutional 
standards be ~intained. 1his study was undertaken on the further 
assumptton that the personal aqd social loss associated with ~ollege 
dropout will be suQstantially reduced only when it becomes possible ta 
more aacurately pred:i.ct individual c~ses of dropout. 
Except where otherwise indicated, the terms. "attrition,'' "schqol 
leaving," ''witl,.draw~l," "st:uden,t1 mol:'t:lillity," and "dropout'' have been 
used interchangeably in this report, This was done solelr in the 
interest of reducing monotony for the reader. The de~ision to use th~ 
terms as synonyms w~s based upon the observation tha~ they have been 
used as sue~ rather t~n upon ~ny firm cpnviction th~t they should Pe. 
The aurrent period in the history of American educatio~ has often 
beeri labeled as ope of "r~ .. evalµa~:i,.oµ. '' No discri,pli,ne and no 1aducational 
level, from the nursery throu$h the graduate $~hool, has escaped critical 
lle.,e:icami.:ri..ation from .within am.d f:1Tom. without. Numerous individuals and 
groups hav? dem.a:t;),ded t:hat effort be made within each disciplip.e and fl,t 
e/:l.ch educational level to reconcile objectives, practices, and outcomes 
to som~ generally ~cceptabl~ philosophy for contempora~y American educ.a~ 
tion. 
Dur:i,ng this pe:riod of reapp:pds~l~ few issues have been :raised 
which are more difficult to r~concile with commonly expressed Am~rican 
v~lues t;jlan thilt of large m,rmbers of you·t:h voluntarily and involuntarily 
discontinu1.nl?; their form.si,l school;i.n,g without attaining the educational 
goals hdd fol:' thmn by soGie.ty, Evidence of growing Mtiona.l concern in 
this area ~y be fotH).d in vast p:rograms :r;'ecently initiated by the Federal 
governro.ent; to prpvide student! aid and special eduo~tioµ,~1 and training 
programs foJr further development: of hqni4n,resources not being handled 
s~tisfactoril~ by e~isting ag~nqies, 
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The frame of reference within which the general problem of early 
school leaving has been discussed has pe~n do~i,i;ui.ted at times by cqncern 
over human resources not being ful,ly developed for personal or societal. 
need 'satisf1;1.ct;i.on,, i1,nd a.t other times by concern over "waste" an<l. 
"inefficienGy" in the soci,a.l institµtion~ assigned the task o~ ptoviding 
forwal educational exp~;iences. Analysts have, with apparently ample 
justification, placed the responsibility £or what appear to be excessively 
high student dropout rates both upon the schoQls and µpon the society of 
which they are a part, For the mqst part~ however~ th~ task of effecting 
a resolution or reduct:i,i;m pf the probhm has peen left tQ the profe1;1~ 
s:j.onal edu<::ator. The implicit assumpt:ioµ appears to pe that sin<:le t;he 
phenomenon of dropout h initially manife$ted ;in ;relation to, an ; 
educational iqstitution, agentEJ. cha:irge~ w:t..th ~nagement o( such! 
institutions should be the most ~ble to de~l effectively with ;it .. 
The ~tudy reported on the following pages was coQcerned with school 
leavh1g ~t only on~ educ.at;:iond ievel, 'Mmely, within the u.ndergJ;lilduate 
college. Sine~ at least as long ,;1.~o as th~ first year of this centti:ry, 
concern has been exp:rei;ised by members of the education profession.over 
<::allege student dropout ~ates. As college enrollments have increased 
du~io,g this century~ so have published :reports of invesUga:~ions into 
factors relate;d to ¢!ropring out of coll.ege. In reporting his study of 
student withdrawal from a n,ation~wide sample of colleges~ '.f,ffert (48), 
with no claim of exha~stiveness, listed a total of 156 related references, 
127 of wl).ich had appeared between 1950 and 1957. In reviewing publi$hed 
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and unpublished :research repo;ted between 1948 and 1958 Qn factors related 
to "success" in. college, '.Fishman amd PasaneUa (29) found a totd o:( 580 
~t'!,ldie~. 
Since the period surveyee;'I by Iffert and by Fishman and l'aijaneHa? 
interel')t in c.oHege student mortality hae; l;>e!:l!l hei~htened even further 
by pressm:.•es arising from the ''space race," and: from increasing aware .. 
ness of wh1:1t. has been descriped as a "tic!al wave" c,f college bound young .. 
sters flowing through the lawer schools, The continuing concern over 
college dropout is veflected :Ln SummerskiU's (92) recently published 
review of r~search on college qropout. 
for all the attention the problem has received, rates of voluntary 
and involµntary withdrawal fro:in college ii!ppear to have changed little, 
i:iummerskill (92, p, 631) dter examining median dropout: fig1,1:rei:1 for a 
numbE:ir of stud;l..es conducted dud.ng each of the last four deicades, con .. 
eluded that "appal;'enf;ly the attrition rate ha1;1 not changed appreciably 
in the past ;forty year.$," Re reported median foul;' .. year dropout p~rcent-
ages of 53, 50, 49, and $1, respectivel~ for the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 
and 1950s. 
If th, conclusion is accepted that signifi~ant changes i,n ~ollege 
dropout rate have not oqeurred, it may be viewed with mixed feelings, 
tn view of rapidly increasing enrollments and of the gr.eater diversity of 
talent repre1;1ented, it may be somewh~t s~rp·rising that dropout rates· 
hav(:l -p.ot incr£;Juecj during thh centu:i::y. Merely holding the line against 
increases in colle~e student mortaUty may 'be considered a noteworthy 
accompU.shment, Howeve+, others would <;3'.l.'.'gue that greatel'." m,1.mbers of 
lower ability stu,dents are enter;i:nl?i college~ and that dropout rates must 
be e:,i:pected to r:i,.se if academi.c standards are to be protecte<;l. To still 
other$, the possibility of a continued college student dropoµt rate as 
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high, as the most c0nservative estim.at~ 9erived from recent studies is 
distressin~ in that grossly in~~ficient utiliiation of human and physical. 
reso~rces is suggested. 11;1 addition to the dollars and ~ent~ loss to 
in9ividuals and to society~ debilit@.Ung emotional reactions of at least 
a transitory nature niay take an ~dded tpll in t:erm.s of diro,inished feelings 
of persori..al integrity al!ld worthiness, l'.:f\ through ~arly identification 
of dropout~pro~e individuals~ it is possible in some way to substantially 
reduce s4cih losses without initiating counteractive forces, then per~ 
mit:ting thc;>$e los1;1es to conti,n1,1e wol,lld seeni. incompatible with bas:i,c tenets 
of contemporary American educational ph:i,losophies. 
On the basis of hi~ investigation into college student dropout, 
Thot"nc;like (94, pp. 8·9) supported esseQ.tiall,.y a "Dii1,rwi1;1ian" selection 
policy. ijis posit:i,o;n wai;; stated as follows; 
El.imi.natton 1:>y i,r1,Qapacity, :f,.ndolence, and disti:J.ste is 
surdy a chief cause o:I; the first. years l.oss. This elimination 
is, I bel.ieve, more useful to the eollege tha.n the elimination 
before admission by entrance examination. 
011qq9'00V'!'089ft,OIJ ft O II • o • 1' • 
The large dropping out of students from colleges is, of 
cou'rse, regrettable from the gener,al philanthropic point of .view, 
which wishes to secure for all the greatest educational. oppor-
tunities. 'l'he i.mportant consideration is not how many leave schpol, 
but who they are. If the college that loses half its class at 
the end of the first yea:t;' loses the less gi.fted, most idle,, and 
most common h~lf~ :i.t;. need not perhaps feel that it is in need of 
reform, and may even, congrat:1..ll.ate itself in comparison with a 
college which loses only five percent, hut los13s these from the 
most gifted, (;larnest 1 and S'Uperior men or women. 
A half•cent:ury later, Iffert (48), a:f;t.er completing the most coll!,-
prehensive study of college stt1dent withdrawal reported ·~o date, questioned 
the basic premise. upon which 'rhorndkie' s statement rested, In sunimadzing 
the results of his stlildY~ Iff~rt (48~ :Pl?• 97~9~) rr,,a.de t.he following 
statement: 
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Extendin,g the pract:j..ce of faculty selection of students by sifting 
and sorting after the students have been admitted, registered, and 
entered classes can be accompanied by serious risks for both 
institutions and students. In publical~_controll~d "institntidns 
where the practice of faculty selection after admission and registra-
tion is acknowledge to be more COf!llllon, the retention rate of able 
students, as indicated by every criterion, is distressingly low. 
In the year 1905, Thorndike may have had ample reason to question 
the validity of entrance examinations as predictors of achievement and 
persistence in college. At that time, both p$ychologi.cal theory building 
an~ test construction t~chniques were in their infancy. General 
psychological constructs were limited in number and in scope, few empirical 
data had been compiled describing or relating possible etiological agents 
in the low achievement~dropout syndrome, and available educational and 
psychological measuring instruments were relatively few and not well 
standardized. 
However valid Thorndike's state~ent may have been in the year 1905, 
it would seem that with a halflcentury of advances in theory building, 
with the weal th of descriptive and correlative data which have been 
compiled, and with the more sophisticated testing i~struments and proced-
ures now available, some more efficient and socially acceptable approaches 
may be found which will significantly reduce the role of post-admissions 
sel ection in higher education . Strong public sentiment favoring extremely 
liberal admissions policies has served to perpe tuate the practice of post-
admissions selection, particularly in publicly financed and controlled 
institutions. At the same ti~e, however, burgeoning enrollments and 
rising per µnit co s ts have steadily increased pressure for greater 
efficiency. 
Instruments have been constructed which assess with considerable 
accuracy a number of intellective factors and skills which are closely 
~OQdate4 Wil:h aci3,de·,;nic ac;;hievem~:p;~ in cpllege. However, no generaUy 
~cc~pt~ble ~ean~ h~s been found for ~s~essing the host of essentially non-
int;elbQt:J.ve penona~ ap.d enyi;i;o9wn,ental vadables which appear to be 
related both to academic ~chievement and to conti!:mation in college. 
Sµ11ll'll.ersk~ll (92, p, 649) called :t;or. additional research on variables 
of both aµ int1;1Uec·~ive and a non-intel.lective nattire i.n relation to 
d;ropc;,ii.t frmm coUege. In discussing p:r.ocedures which might be employed 
in s~ch future studies he stated thijt ". , . assumptions in future 
r~~earch should be carefully formulated in the light of what is known and 
p,ot 'k,p,Qwn about the attrition proces1;1." ;rn keeping with that recommenda-
t~on~ the ne~t Ghapier of this report i~ devoted primarily to a .discussion 
of me~hodp!o~y ~nd findings of research on college student dropout. 
BAC~GROUND FOR TU~ PRESENT STUPY 
l.ntroduction 
l'Pi~ c;ih~ptE1r cop.si~tcs of a. re·1riew of relevclnt literatu.rt;i, 
diseqssip, of a t~eor~tic~l fra~ewprk for the study, and statement 
of ~YP9~heae,. In this section ~ttention is given to methods which 
™',Ve peen µseQ ~n~ to others which seemingly may be used to assess 
J;'eiiilrt;qnshii;,1;1 l:aitween non .. in1;:~tiecti,ve factors and the manife'stat:lon .... 
of ~ijni,stel'I-<;;~ a.p4 ~caderwi.c a.chhvewent by students in a college setting. 
arpgthes~s ~re stated reg~rd:i,ng relat;lons~ips examined i~ this investiga-
tiOJ:l:, 
Review of Literature 
'.F.Pr'Jl1AL·reli!eatch op. coH~ge stu.dent: retention and withdrawal has 
be~n WiPe~p~ead anp esseqtiq.lly eontin4ou~ for at least the last sixty 
ye~rs; Rawever, only rec;i~ntly il.i;i.ve efforts been made t9 bdn$ together 
~~d systew,.tii~ ~hat is k~own of tpe etiology and of the correlates of 
Qeb~ViPl!'al. i;>att:~ii:-ns col:fimonly referred to coHecti.vely as "dropout." 
$~~h ~n qndert~king by Summer~kill (92) was reported in 1962. 
Eff;rly resef+t'Oh on collijge stm;ient dropout was concer!;l.ed primarily 
with detf;:11,"llJ.!nimg t'.he n,µmbers and pepci;mt.ages of students who left their 
poll~g~ of firs~ enroll:inen,t prior t;<;> gra,;luation. Thorndike's (94) study 
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9~ ~fo.~oµ~ fiom ~h~rty~tqur colle~es fro~ 1900 to 1904 was of that type. 
,P fl:tt~nt;~9n w~s g:J.V!ill'Ji te d(;lte;rmi1;1in.g ppss;i..ble cc;!.uses or (!orrelat;es of 
1lQnqe1m over th,ij high perc~nt&~e of attrition he observed than, over the 
posaibi,+H:'Y iha.t; the ''eUminat:ion" process might not be operating effec-
tively. l'abuh.tions for determ:j'..ning dropout rate continue to··the present 
time, but th~~r value, except for $ross evaluative purposes, appears to 
i s~co~p wid~ly used a~proaGh which has persisted to the present 
tim~ desp;i,.t;:e fJ. n.u111,ber of s~rio,;p~ · U:mit;:ations is that of attempting to 
t~e~t;fy important caqses of dropout through various self~report techniques. 
tn stµd~~, of this trpe~ d~t~ h~ve been g~therep at the time of termination 
or t~r~µ~~ folloW•ijp. Vartatimns includ~ individ~al interviews, check-
l~,t~, and qu~stionnaires, The validity of most such data might well be 
questipned. Th~ fa9tor of SOGial desirability of response could easily 
J,naK!i! tl}~ ~lill!Sults _of S!Uch sttHaes in.valid, Samplio,g erro:rs may further 
redu~, t:;h'il Vli~ue q:f; such stucU.ei:1, part:i,.cularly where follow-up is included 
in thi design of the invest.:ig&tion. ~his type of difficulty is illus~ , 
-t;r~t:et;l by the foll.owi.ng ~tatemiimt by lff:ert ({+8, pp. 12-1.3) regarding his 
natt.PP.'"'Wi9e dropout study spoqsored jointly by the u. S. Office of 
:mch.i.ca.Uon and the Americap, Association of Collegiate Registra.:rs ai;,.d 
Qµa,ntitat;i.ve and qualit;ati,ve differences between respondents 
a.q,¢1 J;"tQ!lt'l/3SpQnden1;:s ro4st;. be taken into account iri the interpretation 
of the findings. The hi,a1:1 due to the di.ffereµces in response rate 
ts :i,llustrateq in Tables v:i:: and VI!. The percentage of men in.the 
total sainple who wi,thd:rrew f;t;om 4-year institutions during or at the 
end of tpe first year, for e~amBle., was 27,4; for respondents 19,8, 
and for nori.respqndep,t;s 39. 6, e~actly twice as high. 
lj' e ,·o e 41 8 ff.,~ f' f • f. II fl. iii D '¥ II O II e e !',,. II 'f 
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l'he compar:i,sons showed t~t the average of college 
gr~des for re~pondents in each type of institution was significantly 
hi~per tha,n that for the nonrespondents and that the average high 
sc:l'topl t:E1nths (deciles) ,;1.nd average placement tenths for respondents 
. fro~ t~achers colleges were significantly higher than for nonrespon• 
d~nt~, · 
In studies where students have been asked to give reasons for 
droppi.ng out;: of college (either at the time of termination or through 
tollow up) a wide variety of responses has us~ally been obtained. On 
the ·basis of so~e 8,000 responses, Iffert (48, p. 98) concluded the 
following ; 
Reasons for going to college and reasons for leaving college 
P.c\d ct. C01!lfflOn characterist;i.c namely, complexity . Few students 
id~nt~~i~d one overriding reason for either ac tion. 
It is $enerally agreed that in terms of gross reasons which might 
be vef};i~lhed, "H,.nancial problems" and "academic difficulty" are the 
1JlOS1; cornt'(lo~ "causl:'!s'' of dropout from college. The notion that this is the 
ca~e, and that it h~s been for some time, is supported by data shown in 
T~bl~ ~. ~n Table I are sunnnarized the resul ts of fourteen dropout 
~t~pies conducted between 1913 and 1955. In each study, students were 
a,~ked to indicate the reasons for their withdrawal from college. 
It can be n9ted that with the exception of one omission, the three 
general fa,c;tors listed in Table I (H n.ancial difficulty, . academic 
diffici.1ity, . aJ;ld change or loss of interest or general dissatisfaction) 
were ip each study found to be among the four "causes" mentioned most 
often. Three other factors which have been mentioned frequently in 
~tudies af this type are marriage, military service, and health problems. 
A ~eview of studies of this type completed over the last forty years 
indi~ate~ that the only distinct changes in the cause of dropout may be 
associat~d with mili,tary service obligations during periods of national 
emergency an,d the decreasing incidence of serious illness and death among 
college students . 
TA:S:LE ;r 
tMt'~~ANp~ ATT4\,CHEP TO THREE COMMON WI'l:W,RAWA.L.FACTORS 
A,1:>PEARING +~ COLL~GE DROPOUT STUDIES 
Rank in Import;ance 
as ·c1 C.fluse of Withdrawal 
. ,· 
Change or Loss 
Interest or 
l?eriod Financial Academ:i.c General 
11 
of 
.A;utho:r. _qf. ,Report: Studied D:tff icul ty Dif fi.culty D;i, s satisfaction 
s~~trz; ca,>· 1913.,.23 lat (not given) 3rd 
Smith (84) 1919 ... 20 . 2p.d lat 3rd 
;Mo<;>p. (66) 1n5.,46 1st 4th 3rd 
~Qpe (7.:S~ 1930 1st 3rd 2nd 
McN~el~ (S~) 19,:n.,36 2nq 1st 3rd 
Snydfl;lr (86) 1937 .. 39 1$t 4th 3rd 
mteh~F (&4) ~9n .. ,39 2flc1 ht 2nd 
Ouinin~~· · (iY): •. 1947~48 ;3rg 2no 1st 
'Wie'1~ (tO~) 1947 ... 52 Jrd ht 2nd 
Koehche (,50) 1948 .. 52 1st 3:rd 4th 
Uhtt (4&) 1950 .. 54 1st 3rd 2nd 
~i;"ti1'!1.st:etter <P> 1951 2nd 1st 2nd 
M,at11;l,ew1:1 (S(i). 195p ... 54 4th 1st 2nd 
'.MC>Or(;I (67) 1955 2nd 1st 4th 
In 13notP.f:;!:t: group of college dropout iµvl;:!:stigations~ a clinical case 
t 
stu.dy apprqach }las bef,ln \~sed. Wells (98) (99) (1.00) and Woods and Chase 
(102.) havei'repo:rted stud1.es of thils type. B~J,ow are examples of notations 
made by Wells (100~ .l): )55) :i.n con13tderin.g "Case LVU": 
' ~ : .· 
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On ~n oqvtously rµode.st equipment (the student] took a heavy 
qo~f~~ load, and failed badly in carrying it. No relevant clinical 
P,fftpq}~g~ . , . • . . . • 
~o~fortable e.conomic statQs; ~xercise slight , individual; 
inte.~est rath~r heavy ideational, cultural; favorable social impres-
sion "put: not v~ry for ceful .•. friend ly, well spoken .•• able 
to get along , " Grades never satisfactory and progressively less so. 
Line~rity 14.7, markedly ectomorppic. 
fsychiatrically, low intelligence, without drive or academic 
habits to offset; "hard to see why he was ever allowed to come to 
Harvard in t!he first place.'' 
. , .... ,, .. . , . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ~orschach response well developed; respon~e number about one 
si~ma hi~h; special develop~ent of ~ovement and white space , good 
Ori~nt:atipn and Organization. 
ije appears handicapped tq an unusual degree by the rigid require-
menti; pf the conventional mµltiple choice test ..•. J:iis academic 
f ailµ~e~ are believed to resul~ not from a basically inadequate 
intellectual equipment, but from failure to bring this intellect 
unQer effective discipline. 
W~Pds and Chase (lOi) reported the results of a comprehensive assess-
~ent qf 14,5 women students at the Unive1;sity of Iowa who "for reasons 
Pt~ep ~ha~ defipiency in health or mpney . •• were not progressing safely 
t:owarq pllei:rr gor19ls. " A.fter information wa s gathered from a number of 
..,, 
~ources including personal interviews by mental and physical health ; 
personnf:!l, the subjects fpr t he study were found t o be c lassifiable within 
the fQ11owing three categories (102~ pp. 428-429): 
(a), ~evealing non~development or maldevelopment of normal affective 
capacities .•.. Persistence of infanti le modes of reaction, lack 
pf tidividual purposefulness, and faiture to appreciate social values. 
(b). ~aving interest s and individuality which were positively 
developed, but which were not harmQnious with, and could not be 
satisfied·by, the cpllege activities that surrounded them, 
(c ) . ~hqwtng gepeqil mental con;fusion and i.ncoordination produced 
by emotional acti,vity which was inappropriate t \J , and failed to 
reinforce, the reactions that would be advantageous to those 
individuals _in their present situations . 
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WqQ~f a~d O~~se tound littl~ rel~tionship between scholastic aptitude 
li.jirnt SCQ:fe~ 1:1m!il fa:i,11,1:rEt of the students they stud:Led to tru;1ke "satisfactory 
fl~~,r~~!il t;c;,wa;rd grnduation1" However, after studying separately a group 
c;,f st;:ud~qts whoi;;e aptitude scores were below the mean for the institution 
i:q w:ht.ch th~y were enrolled? th@ follow;i..ng slatement was rq.ade (102, p. 428); 
Studepts with insu~ficie~t int,llectuel ability to attain success 
throµ.~h college trainip.g, as it is now peirig given, follow one.~or 
m0re c,£ s('lyeral cmrraes, if thi;ay remaLn :i.n college. Many feel 
hw:niP.ated~ look upon themselves as failu;res, become emotionally 
lllistµr]:H')d, and a eonsideraqle number develop neuroses. Some fight 
th~ (Elel:i.;qs of iµ.~eriPrity, unconsciously place the blame upon 
ci:i:ic1 .. 1Jr1~tEJnces or upon oth~r persop.s, and develop paranoid personality 
t;:r!;lits. l'1ii!ny discover other activities, good or bad, in which they 
cum ~µcq.e!;ld i:!nd thereby- w:i,n, sc;1tishction and recogn.iti.on, withdraw 
,;1ttention and @f:eq;t;;t, from acadei1J1ic work, and devote their time to 
thea~ profitable and qnprcyfitable sv~stitutes, A con~iderable 
nµm;be'.17 1 9ft:el? wgist:iµg more or less time and mpney, withdraw from 
~olhg~. 
':1'.'h~ · g1in:w:ral oc;,nclusion clr<'!wn by Woods and Chase was that "most of 
µhem (bQth high and low apti'l;:.uqe st1,1dent~ were failing to develop adaptive 
pqw~r 1;1veQ to tllf::! :relatively easy collegiat:e environment, ' 0 
Sullllller~kiU (92) and Feder (24) have su.$gested that complex patterns 
of th:9:p91,3rt;: c;;aw,H;1ti,.on can be determined only through clinical studies of a 
type similar tQ thosia ju.st del;lc·l;'ibed, Though of obvious value for 
diagµostng tndividual cases aqd for generQting hypotheses to be tested 
1.1.q.der ofh.f,lr conpitions, the clinical assessmeint approach has limitations 
whicnh have pl;'event:el:l its 1'7ides:preap use i.n dropo1.:1t studies. 
In t~Cl'JTI.t y1;;,ars, the most pop~lar a:ppro~ch to research on college 
i:Jroppµr. h/;'ls b'?~!lc the correhti.on study. Summe;rskill has summarized the 
:res~1l!=s of a nµmb~r of studies of this type in. which such factors as age 
q~pontjary sohool prep~ration 1 scholastic aptitude test scores, academic 
perfo:t"manc~ 13t co114;lge, mQt:.ivatiog~ illness and i.n,jury, means of financial 
647) Qn the ~a~is pf bi~ review o~ the literature, 
(a) 1 Age per se does not affect 1;1ttrition al!:hol.Jlgh older under-. 
?;ff!d1,1at:es may encounter mo~e oqstaclE:s to graduatiorn. 
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(b). Men and WOTI\en withdiaw <;1t i;,imilar rates but perhaps for 
dif;fprent r.aasop.s. Womf;n, being morf;;l highly selected, as a rule 
make better grades. However~ more women than men withdraw for non-
c1cademic rlclasons, primarily for marriage, 
(c), EdQciltional values held by p~rents and the certainty with 
wh:l.ch the yout;:h ic;lent:Lfies with his parE!nts may be more consistently 
r~lilt;ed te dropot:1t than :ls sodq ... econom.ic level. 
(c;:J). ,attr:i,t~on rate among students from a given home community 
ffi/i!Y Pfail les!li related to the locat:j..qp. and size of that community than 
t~ t;he degr'i:le of i;l:i,sparity between its cultural and educational 
~'PVi'l!'Qnment .i:1110 that of the c9Ueges in which its ch:Lldren enroll, 
(~). 'High sc,l').ool gri;;tdl,;'!s ~ schol;:3sti,o aptitude test scores, and 
~ailr coll~ge ~rades are r~lated to college attrition. 
(f). $i.ze of htgh achool may 'ba related to attrition rate; the 
rel~tionship ,robably ~eing due in part to differences in social 
q~velAPtp.~n;~. 
(R). The seµ.rce arid strnngth of motivat:ipn for college attendance 
app~ars to ~e related ta attrition rate~. 
(h). Propputs dµ~ tQ illnass and injury coristitute a r~latively 
1,m<;1U f;r,;aetiort r.,f thE;1 total , • • • Deaths are in.freqti,ent and due 
pri~atJly to accidents r~ther thaq illness • 
. Ci). Fini:lncial ¢li.Hiculty may be an important cauL,e of college 
attrition but its importance m,;;1.y be overstc1t~d H students find it 
a more 13cc;eptable response than lack of m~tlvatioJi. or lack of 
abtl;i.ty. 
(j). SeH st.Jpport m,;:1y have a sli.ghtly enhap.d.ng effect qr no effect 
an continuation in college. 
Of!, srLf .. report questionnaires employing di:rf;!ct ql1estion )J:echniques, 
-<'' 
dropouts gt.ve relati.vely little weight to adj~rntment as a cati:sative factor. 
Ho'o/ev~r ~ dini,c.al studi1$f;l have sµggest!;!d that adjustment may be one of 
the major factors~ figuring importantly in over fifty percent of all 
ci3se1:1 of dropout, Dat,;:1 by Farnswonh, et al., (23) suggest that in many 
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easel!! where drqpout is attributed to ac1;1demic failure, adjustment 
diffiGu1ties i:nay have played the domi:i;11:1nt role. In correlation studies, 
~ numper of adjustment measurements and other personality variables have 
J:nae:n related to academic aohievemet1t in college, but very few to dropout, 
A list of variables which have been examined in relation to academic 
achievement iq. coUege would include: 
Stren.gth of need for achievement. (33) (44) (51) (60) 
Strength of need for order (33)(44)(51)(60) 
Stl;"ength of need to dominate in pe'l;sonal relati,ons (61) 
Strength of need to affiliate (33)(44)(51)(60) 
Strength of need to be dependent (33)(37)(44)(51)(60) 
$trength of need for change, variety (45)(61) 
Strength of need for autonomy (61) 
Stren~th of need for self exhibition (12)(61) 
Stren~th of peed for association with opposite sex (51) 
Strength of need to be aggressive (51) 
Feelings of inferiority (59) 
Stereopc:!thic or authoritarian personality patterns (91) 
NonGonformity, rebellion (23)(102) 
Social inadequacy (31) 
+llll1laturity (102) 
Irrespoqsibility (12)(37) 
Worry and <:lnxiety (31)(59) 
Non~adaptability (97) 
Ability to persist in tasks (3~)(44)(51)(61) 
Introspectiveness (33) 
Test-taking attitude (41) 
Hypochondriasis (41) 
J>sychopathi.c tendency (41) 
Hypomania (41) 
Few $tudie:s have been made of the correlates of dropout, per se • 
. Chilmc:ln, (16) found for a group of ni.nth and tenth grade stu.de;:nts that 
qropoq.ts and potent:iai qr.;:,pouta had significantly lower needs for 
''a~hievement," "order," "pragmatism, 11 "understanding," and ''cautious-
controlled behavi.or." In addition, $he found that male dropouts and 
potentic:11 dropo1,1.ts expressed l!=!Si.'i need for "responsive-self .. sufficient" 
behavior than males who were either class!.fied as potential graduates or 
who dicl graduate f:Nm high school. 
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Chilman's observations are consistent with those reported by Lichter, 
et al.(55), who c;Jl$o studied dropo1,1.t at the pre~coUege level. Lichter, 
et al~ report that in their sample of high school dropouts, males tended 
to apJ?ear apathetj.lJ~ while females did not. 
On the basi.s ~1f a study in which Minnesota Cou.nseli.ng Inventory 
factor scores of college d;ropoq.ts were compared with those of non-dropouts, 
Brown (12) indicated that his male dropouts ten.ded to be somewhat irres-
ponsible a:nd noi;iconforming~ while the females who dropped out tended to 
be som~what more withdrawn, introverted, depressed, and socially isolated 
than the:j..r classm1;1tes wh~1 remain'l:d in college. 
Grace (37) reported cli::tta supportin~ a hypothesis that college students 
who valued both independence and responsibility would tend to be less 
,:mxious (as measured by the Taylor Manifest Ar.txiety Scale) and more apt 
to continue their education than fellow students who were dependent and 
irresponsible. This general relationship tended to be more true for 
females than for males. 
T.n a stµdy comparing MMPI sc:orE,'/s of college graduates with those of 
their former classmates 11vho completed on,e year or les:3 at the ins ti tut ion 
o;f first enrollment, Drasgow and McKenzi.e (21) fom:id that three~foilrths of 
the dropo4ts had scores as high ae 70 and that only one~fourth of the 
gradpat:es had a profile peak of that magnitude, Furthermore, mean 
scores for the ch;·opout gx:oup were si.gn.i.flcant'./.y hi.gher than mean scores 
of graduates on eight of the nine standard MMPI clinical scales. In each 
case, the mean score for gradustea was closer to the published me~n for 
"normal 1'ldnlts" tlur.n w~,~ the mean for dt·opout:s. 
In. addi.tio:n to the four r~search approachei, which have been discussed, 
thn;l!;: othe:rs wh:i.ch se1:,m:i.ngly have some merit have received little attention 
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iq the literatu+e on coll~ge student dropout. The first, a~ empirical 
~tem ~nalysis a~proach, woµld represent an e~tension µpon ea+lier correla-
tiop, studies. ltems from .cl multi .. factor personality instrument which 
best dbicriminate between persons who have become d;ropouts a:p.d others who 
};lave not would he poQled into a srLq.gle "cross-dimensioq.c1l dropout i:;cale.u 
'U11~s, a new s<;:.ale would be available~ all th~ items of which had been 
empiric.ally shown to discriminate betwee·n the two criteria groupfl. 
!his em.piricc1l it.em analysis approach has been employed by Hackett 
(42), G(mgh (35), and Altt,1s (2) for construct:i,:ng scales of non-intellective 
test iteqis predictive of academic achievement in college. Hackett (42) 
selected seventy~two Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory items 
which he judged to be discriminatory between eight male high achievers 
and eight male low achievers, In a cross-validation study involving one~ 
hundred students he obtained a value of I.= .61 for the correlation 
existing between firs!;: semester GOllege ~r.ades and scores obtained on 
his experiment.al scale. A correlatiqp co~;E:l;ic:len.t ot: on;I.y .E.::; .10 was 
found betwee~ AGE ~cores and ijqores on tpe e~perim~ntal scale. A multiple 
correlation value of r ~ .69 was found between e~perimental scale scores, 
ACE scores, and colle~~ g+ades; considerably higher than the value of 
r = • 39 obtained when ACE scores were used alo·ne t:o predict. grades, 
. Gough (35) developed a brief personali.ty scale specifically for 
predicting college und~rgraduate grades, parti~ularly those earned in 
,.Psychology i;wursesf Frpm a pool of 1,50 test items, thi.rty-six were 
selected fo·.r the scale. Of. those, sixteen were from the Minnesota Multi-
phas:i,c. Personality Inventory. In croas .. valioation studies, scores on his 
experimental sc,ale were found to be correlated with college course grades 
I 
~o the extent of r <;: .38~ and w:i.th high school grade~ to the extent of 
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:r = • 36. Sco:i;es 011 hh e:!1:perimental (i!Cl;l le were fu,rther found to be 
correlated to the extent qf r = .26 with m~ai;iures of intelUgence c1nd 
.,... 
r = ,38 :vrith meai:;1,1res o:J;: aco1demi1r achiey1am,ent other than grades. 
Altus (2) seleo:·red ;,d.;x.ty Minnesota Multiphaf'!i.c Personaltty J:nventory 
l.t:ems wpl~:h by his definiti.on r.H,.scrimi.n.ated between twenty-five high 
achievers and twen:ty ... five low achievers in an elementary Psyc,:hology course. 
)J'rom thi:;s!;l si..:x:r:y item.s he further selec'l::eq a scale of twenty ... six items 
for his e:;i::pe:i:·imental scale. Score? on his fi'p.al scale ,were found to be 
cprrelated to the e~tent of r ·~ .$9 with honor point ratio, r = .40 
.... 
with Psychology term grades, and E = ,21 with intelligence test scores. 
Eeilbrun and Sulli.yqn (46) have employe<;l a simila·r approach in find-
ing and cross•yalidating personality differences between counseling center 
<;,lient-13 who "defE;:ct" prematurely from GOuni:;eling and ~hose who remain long 
enough to secure sub,tantial benefit from it. Items in the Gough 
Ad,jective Check List which re<;eived different resl?onses from the two 
c.riteriori. grot1ps we:n? combin1;;1cl to forJn a "counseU,n.g readiness scale," 
The pQseibility that a personality scale score might be obtained 
whi9h would have high validity for predicting college dropout is 
st:rengthened by fi.ndi..ngs roported by Drasgow and Mc:Kenz:1.e (21). Their 
Hnding that M}\tlPI profiles tend$d to b1;.o higher for fi.r~t-year college 
dropouts th1m fo;r graduate$ su~ges·~s a hi.rly c.onsistent relationship 
. A si.ngle scale qf it,~rns drawri from several fa~tor areas of a 
personalit;y inventory would of i.tsel.f p,rovi.de li.ttle dJagnostic informa-
tton regardJ.;ng th1;,i cau~t;)$ or cond;i.trlon~ ot: a giveti ca13e of dropout. It 
appears, however, ·~·.hqt such a sea 1~ could have fai.,dy hi.gh predictive 
vali,di.ty, and that Lt could bE1 $cored arul perhaps ut:il:l.zed by persons who 
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are relatively unsophi!atic~ted in '\:eating procedures. It would seem that 
a widely µsed hig4 ~chool ~nd colle~e personality inventory would 
reprrsent a significant rese~r~h qontribution. 
A second addif;.:i,op,al researeh a:pproac;.li wi,th po:;sible utility for drop-
out studies is that of a,sessin~ dropout behavior in r~lation to the 
compatibility of the student with iwportant a~pects of his college 
envi,ronment.. This approach haa been used by Stern (91) ~ Thistiewaite 
(93) and Nasitir (72) to i.nvest:igate relationships betwe~n individuals 
and env;i.ronnients for predictiri.g; academic achieveme-q.t, b~t h1;1s apparently 
A third ;;ipproach which has not been w;i.dely used in dropout investiga-
t:ions ia con,trollad e;xpe:t':lm.entd ;study. Research on dropout hai, consisted 
~lmost entirely of e~ poii!t fal;lto e~amin~tion o:( variables r1;1ther than of 
p-rearnmged control an¢! manipl.:\latiop. •. Sin<::!;:l e~perimental research ideally 
rests upon theor~tical for~~lation, it i~ underata~qable that such studies 
}lflve been late in oomiP-~· How(lve:r, it would s~em that 1;:q:rough other 
means of t.nvestigqt}Of!. a suf;E:i.cient number of r~lationships ·w:i.11 soon 
hl!lve been established to suggest poss:f,.ble e:J(2perimental research studies 
in thi,s ania. 
Some Constructs Related to College Student Dropout 
The nee(;l fqr theoretical construc:tli! to serve as beses for research 
studil?:S is nowher(~ great~r than i:p t'.he field of ed1.,uzation. Fishman (28, 
p. 678) expressed the need for new theoretical. foundations, as follows: 
Fi.ret of all, :£ believe that; we ~uffer from a EJerious lack of a 
theory o( personality factors that r~late, them to a theory of 
college b,hayior, generally, aqd to the academic learning process 
more speci.Hc,aHy, 
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If the behavior of a pote~tiat calleg~ droppµt in a given situation 
is a function of the int~rnal co~nitive and affe~tive structure which he 
bri~gs to the ~ituation and the obj~~tive elements of the situation or 
environment he ent1;1rtjl (73, pp. 91,.92) (79, p. 37), then rt;lsearch on drop~ 
.out m:i,pht lpgieally follow three maji;,r channeh: tb,e personal, the 
envirqnm~;ntat, a·n,d an :j'.,qt~raction of thrp two. Summerskill (92, p. 648) 
has employed suc.'!;1. an "i:nternal"'e:ii;t.erl'l,al'' breakdown of factors in discuss-
ing f:',urther research peeded on "the student'' aml on "the college,'' 
fishman (28) al$O has us~d this fra~work as the basi~ of a model for 
aic;ling in the prlj)dicti.oi;i. of 1;H::'polaf;',lt;ic achievl=)ment i.n colle&e• Though 
conce·:rned wi,th a slightly different propl!;!m, Fishmc;1n err,.ployed constructs 
whi~h may be of value in dropout stµdies. 
As a st1:1rti,ng pqint., Fishman accepted high school grades as being 
t;:he best single predictor o;f;: colle~e ijrades •. Further, he postulated that 
the predictive VE\lidity 9:f; this meai:1u:i::-e !o:r a given individual is.related 
to tbe degriE;:e of simUarit.y between his b:i,gh s~hool 1;1nd college environ~ 
men.ts, and between the i.m.dividual vs personal development as a high school 
student and as a cpllege student, 
The fo:r.mulaUop, p:ceseQted hy Fishman appears directly relevant to 
collegie dropout i.nveijtigat:ions only to the extent that college grades are 
];'elated t.o con.1;:i·nuation. Data assembled 'by Summerskill (92, p. 636) 
i;m$gel;lt that, though corrni.stent as to direl!;tion, the relationship between 
c.ollege grade~ and ~t;ayi-ng in $Choo! may be highly variable, For 
example, Sum.111\Srs'.k.iP repe:n:ted t:hat "· • , :tn a series of 23 studies, the 
perc.entage of academia f l':l:tlt.rres among thol!;l1;: who dropped out ranged from 
3 ptmcj;:nt .. t:o 78 pe:i;c.ent, 11 
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High schopl scholast;ic achiev~m~nt data~ th1:m, do not appear to be 
of as much value £or :predic;t:i.i;ig college drol?out af:l for predicting college 
gr,;ic'les. B;igh scho<;ll gv,;1d~s~ I,eing on a continuous scale, ,;ire more closely 
related to the eon:ti.n1.i.ous college grades measure than to the discrete 
colleg~ dropoi;!t measure. 'rh~ high school analogue of college continuation 
is of eveµ les~ predictive value in th~t all ~ollege entrants have 
essentially the sam~ record of corr!;;:Ln.1;1at:)'..on in high sc):).ool. 'l'he most 
readily apparent adaptation f;or drc;:,p<;)Ut res1;:arch which m:i.ght be made of 
Fishman 1 s (28) formulation is i,n a13se~&ing the extent to which changes 
in motivation for college attendarice m,;iy be related to differences between 
high 13c;ihool and colleg~ l;':;nvironmen,t, c1nd between p!;!rsonal cha:racteristics 
o:l; given i:r:i.d;i..viduah while attending high st;:hool and wh:i,le in college. 
1rhe general :j.si;ue of mot:i,.vational Ghiinge will PE:l cp:nsid!;ilred in some detail 
in a later seotton of tb1$ report, 
Forrnul.ati.ons present~d PY Stern (90), ancl Stern, Stein~ and Bloom 
(91) offer still other po~sibilitiee for dropout research. Their con-
qept.ualiii:qtion ;i..s ba1;Jed on assumpti.on1;1 regai:-o:J,ng the existence of internal 
personali,ty "n.~eds" and an ext.erp.al or enyiro1;1.m.e!).tal "press.'' The latter 
m;;Jy "be described as the pri.vate world existing for 1;.iac.h individual as only 
he views it. '!'hi,s scheme of 11neeqs" and ''pr~sses'' is largely a reformula-
tion of a system proposed by M4r;r9y (71). !nstruments have been constructed 
t:o as1')ess some t.hirt.y personality "needs" and their counterpart "presses" 
(88). By means of the1:,e i,n$t·nnnents it: is S<;iid t,o be possible to determine 
the congrul"nce of i=1n indiviclual s~udent.' s ' 1ne\::tds 11 wlth the "presses" of a 
gi.vf,n co ll"gt~ fnv:l.:i.'.'onmen.t: (89) (90). StEi:rn (90, p. 702) ip.dica ted that 
1.~cJ,. of congruence bet.ween 11 .neeqs" ,and "presses" may lead to underachieve-
ment aµ.d/q:r withdrawal. 
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In addition to assessing person,~l~env:i,ronmental congruence, instru-
i;nentfil desi$nad t:P weasure pers<:l'p~lity "ni;;ieds'' and high school and colh:ige 
"pr~ssef:i'' m,;1y be of value ;i.p. t~st;i,ng the pi-ev:l,ou1:1ly discussed model of 
Fi.sh11J.an (28). 
NaiH1tir (72) hai, empioyecl El ''needs ... press 1' formulatt.on similar to 
ihat of Ster)'.1. (~O) in a f:ltudy of the innuence of compatible and confli.ct-
!.ng "n.~eda .. presses" pattern~ µpon rate of ac.ide:mic :t:anure :i,n four 
"ident:ical" coU~ gl;'l dormitorhs. . +ndivicluals an.cl groups ·were characterized 
as P!'.i:i.l'l.g eit'J;i.1;ir ''ac,;1demi,;;ii;1lly ot:"iented'' or "n,on ... academically o:i;-iented" 
on t:he b(;l~i~ of answers M ,;1 quesj::io·.n re~ardimg the main purposes of a 
coUege eduqatioq. Att13n,di,n~ qollege p:r;i.marily "to obtain a ba::li.c general 
ec;hli::ation and apprl;!ciat;i.on of id~as" Wi;IS t:a~l;!n a$ i!;!n ac;:ademi,c orientation. 
Other reij~anses were consiqered as non~aeademic. ln add:i,tion, 1 an assess-
ment wa~ made of: the extent to which e~ch individual was truly a part of 
his liv:i:p.g group by arilc;i.n~ of each the pronort;i.on 9f time spent with other 
members of the group. Tho1;1e $pending at least hd:f of their time with 
other membt,"!rs of the gro4:p were coni:1ide-,;ed to pe ''integrated," 
Some summary daJ:a from NarsGttir I e study are given in Table I.I. These 
data i.ndi.cate that for bot:h ":i.J1,tegra·1;:c1d" and 11non-.i'l.1tegrated" individut;tls, 
failure rates were lowest :for :per~ons who we·re in compatible contexts, and 
highe~t for tho1?e who we:r~ not, J!lurtheirmore~ H appeiars th,;1t faUure rates 
wen.1 higher in e~wh cf;lll for ''nonQintegrated" individuals than in 
coriesponding ~ell.s :for ''integrated individuals." 
Dat, from Nasatir's ~tudy lend considerable ,upport to a coptextual 
or en;wlron,ment:ial app+oach to dropout :researc;b, but 13eem to point equally 
to the importap,ce of ~djqstmen-~ diffii:.mlty as a c:ause of dropout. In, 
Naeatir 1 s ~tudy, the ~ate of failur~ among indiy:i~uals ·who did not become 
''integra~ed" within. thei:t' living group was over twice that fo;r socially 
llip.tegratedv individuals. 
TABLE II 
FAILURE RATE BY TYPE OF INDIVIDUAL.ORIENTATION, 
TYPE OF CONTEXT, AND DEGREE.OF INTEGRATION (72) 
Integrated Non-:-integrated 
Individuals Individuals 
Typfi! of Non .. Non-
·Individual Academic academic Academic academic 
Odentatiqp. Conte,ct Context Conte:kt Context 
Academic 
Total Frequency 14 16 28 26 
Failure Frequency 0 3 3 8 
Percent Failure 0% 19% 11% 29% 
Non ... academic 
-
.Total Frequency 38 29 82 77 
Failure Frequency 6 2 25 13 
Percent Failure 16% 7% 30% 17% 
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Another set of constructs with possible relevance to dropout research 
has been presented by Roth and Meyersburg (76). They conceptualize the 
onset of behaviors labeled as the "non-achievement syndrome" as "a 
(;lircular process of disparagement, anxiety, f1,mctional disability, hope-
·le$snei;is, frustration, disparagement, etc. , .," which they feel may be 
interrllpted by a specific psychotherapeutic approach, 
In relating the work of Roth and Meyersburg to dropout research, a 
question to be examined is whether there exist consistent patterns of 
behavior which might be cc;11led ''dropout syndromes," and whether the 
constructs they presented, or others, are of utility in explaining the 
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onset of these behavioral patterns. 
plater (82)(83) has drawn upon several ge;neral perpept;ion and motiva-
tion i:;onstructs in presenting a theoreticd fo:irmuhtion for attrition 
1:.1nd p~rsistenq.e, }le begins with the assumption that "a person persists 
in an activity ~o long ae the activity e,rves the psycholo&ical needs 
0£ the individ1.-11:1l." Employing Lewin' s (i3~ p, 79) notion that 
''psyo.hological satiat:ion11 is a preced€mt of diminish;ed or discontinued 
activity, Shter (8:0 develop\1!d poetul~tes which might be summarized as 
follows: 
1. Dropout foHows satL~tion of the p.eed served by colleg(;! 
attencJance. 
2. If academic activity is of such a nat1;1re as to seem instrumental 
to achievf3ment of p!;:lrspn.al goals, ~,;:1tiation will not occQr and 
continuation in college can be exp~c-i;:ed. 
3. Sat:ic1tion is assumed when an activity takes on the psychological 
charac,ter:i,.sti.c o;i; r~petil;:ipn~-that of "m,;1rking time" as opposed 
t:o "mE:1ki,ng progres~." 
In S1.;tter 1 s formulation~ :lmportance :is p~aced upon accuracy of 
perception. He suggests that "tendencies t9w1;:1rd persistence and attrition 
can. be found within the perc.eptual fi,eld of each st1)dent~ 11 and that 
rupersist~nce ap.d attritJ.on arre a :function. of the relationsh:i,;p which exiwts 
between ourric4lar objectives and student perception of the curriculum 
which proµiotes thes!f': objectives 1 11 
As stated, Sl1;1ter 1 s l:iystem relatee p·rimad.ly to dropout associated 
~/V'ith c.1.n:J'.l:i,.c.u.la:r l;lf3f!ect's of college a·ttf,ndance. H would appear to have 
wide:t application, hcrwever, par~icularly for e;x;.arn:Lrd.11g the etiology of 
interdisciplinij~y or interinstitutlonal transfer and the dropping out of 
c.ollege by :persons whQse pr:Jmary reason.fil for atten1fance were nonc1irricular. 
Jrom their study Qf public sohool dropouts in Chicago, Lichter, 
et al, (55, p. 102), also derived an essentially hedonic motivational 
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conatruc;:t for 13chqol ... leav;l.ng. . Thie foHowing statem(:ln,t appears to represent 
the;l.r v;f.ew: 
SchoQl~leaving, li~e any other human behavior, is e~sentially 
$rounded in the pler,Hiiure .. p,ain p;i:rim:;i.ple. Wn.ep, school problems have 
reaehed the point where school is predomi~antly ungratifying and 
an unhappy ex~e~ience, leaving school is an escape hatch, and the 
wish to d~op 04t is very strong. !t assumes some of the aspects of 
thf::l "magic 13nswer'' to the ·st:ud(;lnt I s dif ficul t;ies. Al though most; 
students realize the ~dvantages of completing high school, such 
knowledge is of little avail against the co~plex internal and 
external forces pressing toward leaving school, 
Xf the ~hove st~tement i~ correct, it might be e~peQted that students 
~xperiencin$ a b4ild ... up of "complex :i,.nternal and e,tt;ernal forces pressing 
toward leaving f:lchaol" wiP in,~reas:l:r;igl:y employ dehnse mechanisms in an 
effo~t to operate ·with some comfort in the reality surrounding them. 
The hvel of aspiration con~truct cJiscusse(l by Lewin~ et al. (54), 
may be a~plicabte to studies of dropout and may also be of value in 
:reducing the va;i,-ia:nce col'l!lllon.ly found in tq.e relati<:>nship between 
scholastic aptitqde and achievement, Lewin haf:l defined level of aspira~ 
tion as ''t4e deg'):;'ee of difficuHy of the goal towarc:I which a person is 
striving.'' "Degree of difficulty" is most often defined in a relative 
sense; that is, relative to the subject'a ~arlier achievement in the same 
or~ similar task. Frank (30, p. 119) has defined level of aspiration 
as "th!;! level of future performau.ce in a familiar task which an individual, 
. knowLr.g his level of pas~ perfo;rml!jnc.e in that task, explicitly undertakes 
to reach." 
.Research with level of aspii-ation constrµctq by Aronson and Carlsmith 
(7), !~stinger (25)(Z6), Frank (30), Goµlp (36), and Murr,;1y (71) has' 
indicated that aspiration level is influenced by tha actor's;perc~ptton -0f 
bo'!::h his prf!,vi.ous p~rformance and the !'.\Orms of the groups of which he is 
a part. H~evlJlr, data from Nai;iath' s (72) study given in Table II of this 
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report, susg~st th,;1t degree of "i1.1~egtation" with;i.n a gt"oup may influence 
ae;adem::i,c echiev(:!meint t;:o a greater e:x:tl;!nt than the quality of norms held 
b:y the groµp involved. The gener1;1l hck of agreement between Nasatir's 
findings and the generally accepted notion that strength of identifica-
tion with a gro~p and degree of adherence to its norms are positively 
Tel1;rt:i;:;d may be explainiiible on the basis of inaccurc:;1te labeling or 
measurement of the variablep Lnclu.~fod i.n Nas,;1tir I s stu.dy. 
:(n a level of aspira,t:ion study conducted by 4ro:nson and Carlsmith 
(7)~ it was i;'lernonstrated that subjects not only set their self-expecta-
tions in accordance witq the way they viewed their ability relative:to 
the groi..ip, but thq1t; they m.,ide downw.,ird as weU as llPWa!l:'d adjustments of 
go.,ils on sµ.bseq~ent triah when. repo:rts indicated that previous 
i;>wr:(:ormence walll not as t;hey e~pected it te> be in iiel,;it::i,on to the·group 
as a whole. 
'l'he use;l:\ilness of levd of asp~:Patioi1 ccynstrt1.~ts for st1,1dying either 
schotast~i::: ach,i.evement or d:ropout i.$ somewhat Hmited by what Cassel. 
(l.';i, pp. 1~ 19) terms "it:t'~a1ity factors." Cassel re:l;E;irs to the 
"irrea U.ty dimensi.on. of the pe:rsonali ty" in c;liscussing the accuracy with 
which on.(:: 1 $ percepti,ons dupli.c.at~ t:he i.ndti.n,g pherwmena. Regarding his 
instrument fo'l:' mf';asuring level of 1;1spiration 1 Cassel stiggests tb,at 
in!:!bili.ty or unwillingness to accurately asa~ss the quality of a given 
pe;rfo;p:nance may be a major factor in goal-setting pehavior •. 
. S·~Iidies reported by Munger (69) (70) and 1;,y :rkenberry (49) suggest 
that levE:1 of aspirwtior:i. m"'1y play a signi..fic13nt role in maintaining or 
changing tbe strength of a student's motivation for college attendance. 
Munger's work s1..1,ggests that college ent:rants have achievement expecta,. 
tions or aspiration levels bas~d upon their schola,tic achievement in 
high scho~l 1 and that fail.ure to ach:i.E;1ve at the expected level may be 
1pµffic:iently d;i.st:urbing to :indµ.ce withdrawal fx-Qm collei?;e • 
. Aronl';lon anc;l (;;adsmith' s (7) stµdy dso suggest13 that individuals 
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e~perience c;!ist:res@ when their ach;i.evement either exceeds or falls short 
of their prediet:i.on. This ;fi,n~:ling may be apprqpriate for conceptualizing 
the behavior ef some of the student1;; who withdraw from college even though 
earning satisfactory grades. 
li'estinger's ·(27) "cp~ri:l,t:ive dissoncp;1,c;e" theory appe,ars to have, use .. 
fuln'ilss 8$ a reEH;:iarGh t9ol of itiHilf ancl ,as an extension of constructs 
rega:rd:i..ng level qf asp;i..ration. ,According to Festinger's theory of 
cognitive dis!'lonc1nce, a di,i;quieting or motivating state is produced in 
dements." li'et:1Hnge:ir defin~d "cegniHve element1:1" in the follow;i..ng 
manner (i7, p. 9): 
These element1:1 refer to what has been calted cognition, that 
is, the thi:ngs a person know!i! about himseU:, about his behavior, 
i'mq abput; hh si,rrroµµdinga. Thel'li: elements, then, are "knowledges," 
if t may coin the plural form of the worl(:'! •. ~ome of these elements 
represent k:nowledge abou.t oneself: what one does, and the like • 
. Other elements of knowl~ge concern the world in which one lives;. 
what is wher!:,!, what leade to what;, what things are satisfying or 
painful or inco1;1.sequential or important,.etc. 
Reg,i;lrding the nature of ''cognitive c;:l;l..ssommce" as a motivating force, 
Fe~tinger (27~ Ii'• 18) presented the foUowin,g postulate: 
l'.h,e presence of c;lissonirnce giv~s ri~e to preeisures to reduce 
o:i:- el;i.minc':!te the d:i..ssonance. The s'l;;rength, of the pressure to 
reduce the <;lissonance is a ;fonc;tion of th¢;. rp.agp.itude of the 
dissona\t1ce. ln oth~r word~,· disspnanc;:e. acts'iti t:b~ samecwayoas a 
stat~ af drive or need or ten~ion. 
Conceptualizing one specific case of c;lropout in terms of level of 
aspiration and eognit:Lve·dhsonance theory, :;i,t might be stated that 
clhson1;1nce arh:l,ng ;from the lack of coTI,gruence b19tween the two cognitive 
elements, e:x:pectation of perf0rmance at ''BFplus'' level and actual 
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ai;:h:i..eveinei,t at: "C·plus'l hv1;1l~ is pf;!ree:lved by th~ ai;ito::rr j:o l?e effectively 
redueibl~ only by withdrawat tro~ the sit;µation. 
!xamples mi~ht ijlso be drawn regarding discre~ancies between a 
student's soc:i,al aspiri!;lf;ions and achi~vei:nen,ts. :Finding oneself much 1$ss 
aoci~lly a~qepted withi~ the college setting tha~ anticipated might be 
e~pected to produce dissqnance, St~dents lacking sufficient adaptiveness 
to accorµmodate to the situation c9ul~ find withdrawa.l of one sort or 
an9ther the mo~t satis~actory response. 
If the internal :rrocess rnost i,;nm.ediatEdy preceding dropout ma;y l:>e 
v;i.ewed a1:1 a c;:ha1;1ge in the student's motivational pattern, then constructs 
regarding motivational change would seem to be pertinent to this discus-
~iop. On the assumptioq that the foregoing notio~ is true in at least a 
majority of ~a~es of dropout, theori~s regarding change in motivation 
wen t;ak,an:,. !;Is the ~ta:rti,ng l)Q:lpt in developing .a theoreti.cd basis for 
th~ presfii!t1,t study. . ~ince st;~dentl'!l' intentions regargi,p,g college 
att~ndanGe may be e~tremely varied~ cggnizance sho~ld be taken of possible 
exeeption,s to the general rule just ~tated. It lllight be said, for example, 
that the basi.c ~otivatiopal pattern does nqt change at the time of drop~ 
01,1t in the case of the individual who enters college with the intention 
of remaining for only one year. In the present study it was assumed 
that such c~ses are exceptional. 
Whether motivational chiange is vbwed within the "force~field" 
frameworl< 9f Lewin (52), the ''approach,,.avo:i.dimce" conflict framework of 
Miller (62), th~ "competip.g role~de:finitions'' framework discussed by 
Bay (9, pp, 981~98~), the "di,~eonance red1,1.ction'' framework of :Fe stinger 
(28) pr the ~imBle hedpni~ fram~work employed by Slater (82) and by 
Lichter (55), it appears that the initiation of dropout behavior may, 
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as ·c;;1 geqeral rule? be ta];cen, ai;i objective evidence thi;lt; ·~ basic change in 
mqtivation has 9ccur:i;-eq. 'l:he energies of thEil individual are no longer 
directed tDwqrd thqse activities essential for continuation in school . 
. Rather~ activity hcils become at lea$t ternnorarily oriented toward an 
alternative to continuation. 
Theoretical Backgrov,nd and Hypotheses 
for the Present Study 
Givei, the ass'l.;imption that a change in energy direction precedes the 
<;1n,set o;f dropqu;t, /iln~ gtven a number <;>f mot:ivation~change models, the 
problem becawe on~ qf se'.1,ectin,g for study p:re"!dropout behavioral elements 
whiah c;1ppea:red to be f1.mctional inpµts pr outputs o;t" one or more of the 
Since coUe~e s~udent dropout is ,an extremely i;Ji:ffuse phenomenon 
occurring in both se~es~ among aU soci.o,.e,ponomio levels~ at every level 
of scholastic apt:itu,;le and academic achievementl, and at every grade level, 
it seems highly 1,1nlikely that any single theoretical formulation will 
encomp13s 01 even most of its variante. However~ a review of research 
conc:Ju,cted on college dropout and a survey of some available constructs 
have sugg(;lsted 'hhat &ome gli;;nerali.zati,ons c~n ],e made which may apply to 
rn~ny ~~~es of dropout. 
The behavioral eleme-nts selected for stq.dy in this investigation 
are ln the 1:1rec1 of personal adjustm1;:n.t or "adjustiveness r" The central 
notion which will he pursued is that q·ualities of personal adjustment 
are impqrtant cau.se~ as we 11 as c.onoomi t43nts o:( moti vatiom;li change 
leading to dropQut. 
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F<i>:1,1 the purpo1:;1es of this study, the term "adjustment" is used i,n the 
,ense suggested by Shaffer and Shoben (78, pp. 358~359). They suggest 
th1:11; 1;:he "aµjusted" p13rson is one wl:rnsie behaviorai responses are "integra-
tive;" that is, fitting t;oget:her to meet both the short-term and long-
teri:n needs of the individual. . Conversdy? the maladjusted individual is 
seeq by Shaffer and Shoben as one who ls either unable to make adjustive 
refilponsea ii;,. confU.ct situations, or whose adjustive responses are not 
iqtegrated in such /3 way that they will p;ovide both short~term and long-
term satisfaction. Sh~ffer and Shaben provide the following descriptions 
oft~~ individual who repe1:1tedly fa~ls to be4ave in a manner which will 
br:lng need so;;1ti.sfaction to him; 
A ml;!ladju~~i;iq person :ti; ;reveahid as im,pu1sive, and l~c;k:i.ng in fore-
sight ernd self .. control. J:!e ~annc;,t persist in tasks and becomes 
;fatigued tc;:,o rea(;)ily~ He is unable or 1,mwi.lling to endure personal 
di~comfort in order tQ meet sq~ial e~pectations. He reacts poorly 
to stress, a~d shPws de~rement~ of performance when subjected to 
fr4stratious an~ cpnflicts, 
, , In the ma;tn~ the people whom w~ call "maladjusted'' have lowered 
thresholds for an~iety, Their ami;iety is evoked by lesser conflicts, 
and is arpused in greater degree, tqan that of l').ormal people. They 
are over~motivated to escape or to defend themselves~ and hence 
are unabl~ to d1r1vote atten·l;:i.on and energy to some socially oriented 
taskij that offer little trouble to nor.mi;ll people. Their resulting 
behavior ;i..s poorly integt1<:1tE;)d tn that it fails in some degree to 
meet their long ... term needs • 
. for the purpose13 of this study it was assvmed that personal malad-
ju~tment 'ilnt:ers ip.to the etiology of colh:!ge st;udent dropout in at least 
two important ways. It was fir$t assumed that the degree to which an 
individual~ prior to entering college, accvrately predicts the social, 
emotional, intellectual, J?hysic;,1;11, and financial rigor of college atten-
dance in relation to his strength in those areas is closely related to 
the length of time he remains in (;!nrollment. Perceptual accuracy of that 
type was considered to h~ c:1 funicti.o,µ of p~rsonal adjustment in this study, 
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Thus, the )?el;'S1::in w:i,th a hi~t9ry pf non-in~egrative re~ponses may choose 
l;.o ,;1t:tencl coUege E;Jv~n ;in thehce of ol;>jective ev:i,dence that the chance 
9f hii:i COT!lplet;i.mg .a cc;iurse of study is essent:i,ally nll. Not only migp.t 
thf:l maladjusted person faU to con,side'):'.· facts presented to him, but he 
mi~;lr~ aho b~ more likely to avo~d sitµatiQns :i.:n which he co1.1ld receive 
o~jectiv~ iqformation regard:i;ng h;i.s chances for svccessfolly completing 
a college p~ogram. 
Assuming that t:he mahdj1,1sted individual does enter college, the 
sam~ per~~ptual blockages which permitted selection of college attendance 
as a goal may make ppssible or necessary a stream of inappropriate or non~ 
int~grative :i;esponses i.n the college set:ting. It was reasoned that when 
an in~ividual who is not particularly well suited socially, emotionally, 
phystaally, intellectually, or fi~anoially for atte~dance in a given 
college setting fails repeatedly to ~ake appropriate adjustive responses 
in sit;uatfons within that sett:i,,ng, the probab:ility of dropout will be 
high. 
The general notion that personal adjustment as defined by Shaffer 
and Shoben is one of t.he major determinants of college student continua-
ti,on and withdrawal appears to be congru<;;nt with analyses and models 
which have been presented • 
. S1,1nmierski11 1 s (92) ap.alysis of change in an individual's college 
atten.dan~e motivation seems to be able to accommodate adjustment factors 
a('! primary etiological fo·rces. Su~me:rskill maintained that :;;uch motiva-
tional ,;:;:h,,rnge result$ prirnarily fr0m eithe:r;- predictable circumstc"lnces or 
"i~na·void<!ble9"'often t;;nex.pected"'"env;i.ropmental ci.rcumst.;inces. '' He stated 
that attritiqn studies he had reviewed indicated that circumstances of 
the latter type account for only a relatively small pe,rcentage of all 
dropouts. 
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Thus, if the :preponder1:n:ice of coUeg~ dropout m~y be directly related 
tions regardipg the :i,.ntellect~al, $OC:i,.al I emotional, physical, and finan.,,. 
<:ial rigo;t;" of collegt1! at:te-r1,dance in relati9n to their own re 9ources in 
those areas, Such d,ficiencies woqld appear to be closely related to. 
"mdadjustmenu" as de.fin~c;l b;Y Shaffer arid Shaben (78, pp. 358-359). 
Suf[ltilers~Ul (92, ~· 637) ag1:1:i,.n ~eemed tQ $1,1.g~est that dropout is more a 
functton of ''maladjust:i,.v!;i!pess'' ;:ind inability to :l;orm accurate expecta ... 
tions than o;f low scholastic aptitude, narrowly de;Hned. Summerskill's 
statement i~ as follows: 
In general, ~hen, the attr:ition problems that predominate in the 
colleges involve the stud,:mt' s hilure to meet the psychological, 
sociological, or economic demands rather than the strictly academic 
demands o:f the college environment. 
A p:i:-i.mary reason fo:i;, selecting persc;>nc~l adjustment as the point of 
departure for this study was the fact that many relationships appear to 
exist between adjustment and socio~economic status-.-an element generally 
conceded to have a bearing upon school leaving at all educational levels. 
;Explanations for higher fif:hool conti.nuation rates among children from 
middle a:n,;I upper soc.ial status homes hav~ usually centered upon matters 
of finanGe c;1nd of educational vah~es. Those foctors undoubtedly have a 
grei;lf;: deal ta do with deciding who ~hall enter college. However~ 
chil\:lren from hi.gh~r soc;:ia1 status homes tend to possess a third quality 
wh:Lch may have ai,; mucl;i. to do with their conti,p;uat:lon once enrolled in 
c0llt!ge than havi:ng c1 dependable source of money and of "encouragement," 
'fhe tJlird quality is bettEor adjustment. l'he fact 1;.:hat not all children 
are 1..tsin~ thl;) tE;l:t')ll. m21y ai::091..mt for many of the "exceptional" cases in 
whiqh StQpent1:1 whq c1ppanntly plc1i::e a high value on education and who 
are not in Hnl:lncial meed fail t;o pont;inue tq gradt,iati0n" at least in 
the colleie of thei,r Urst enrollment. Some studiias relating sodal 
etatu/3, i:idjustmef).t, i;iCademic success~ and cont;lnuation in school will 
be d:i,st;;:ul;llsed herfi:l to complete thf basi<;: notion~ i..ipon which the present 
study res.ts. 
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+here appel':lrs in the 1:i,terature ample evidence that school achieve-
ment in general is related to socd.i:31 status (1) (14) (1~) (47) (68), Though 
relqt;i.onships in the orde"l; q;f: £ ::: . ;w to , 50 have commonly been found 
'betw!:!~11, i:,;ocial status meas1.1res ;md rvarious rµeasures of intelligence, 
went;al clPility has not generally been acceptE;!d as the principal agent 
qper.,iting between socii:11 rstatus and ,;1cademic ;achievement. Affective 
rather than strictly inteliective con~iderations have been pointed to as 
the b,sts for the positive correlatiqn between social status level and 
$~hoPl achievement (~4)(q3)f65)(87), 
In i;;.ornment;i,ng on th!? relation!.ilhip between ratings on the Warner 
Index of Social Characteristics and re~ding achievement in the first 
grade~ Milner (63) c,oncluded that upon entering s~hool, lower-class 
children, to a larger extent than middle.class children, lack the 
advi3ntage of hav:i,.ng had • , , "a W<4:rr,n positive fam:i.ly atmosphere or an 
adult,,,rel,21tio·nship pattern 'v-1hioh la more and more peing recognized as a 
motivational p~erequisite for any kind of adult-controlled learning.'' 
The lower,,,.class child·reri. in MUne·r' s i;;t·µdy tended to view adults as 
predominately hostile. 
St14di1:;s by Auli"I (8) < Gou.gh (34L and Sims (81) corroborate the 
ass1,.1mpt:ion of' a generally POEii t;Lve relation.ship between social status 
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foµqd a~9n; lat~ adol~~cent~ a s~gnific,nt po~itiv~ relationship between 
''so1;1.id dai,~ identi~i(}~tiop,'1 ap.d the ijell Aqjustm,ant Inventory factors 
fer botq homf adjµstmeTit and sp~ial adjustment. ij;i.s findings suggest 
that c:iolleg.~ entrants :l;!rorn highe;t,' aqcial atatus l).omes will t;end to relate 
in a more pers<l>ndly satisfying mc;1nner both tQ their hmil;i.ei;i and to t'heir 
college aqpial envil:'onmenti, than eutnpats representi:r;i.g lower social 
' ' ' ' . 
~tatus po,itiq~s. Whe~ ipterpreting results Qf studies such as those by 
A.'-llc;l (8), Gough (34)~ ani;J ~ims {81) th~ possibility that a social class 
~tas may occur in t4e defiµition and measurenwnt of adjustment should be 
considered, lt has been suggested that ~eys for adjustment inventories 
teqq t;o reflect middle .. chss vah~eis, li!nd that individuals holding lowe'.I:"-
clasu: Vl"llues ten~ to score low even though they may adjust quite satis--
hcM:i;-ily witl:iin their "natural"ee:p,v:ir,on.ma.nts. 
l;n general, cori:elat:i.on stud.ies havEJ! :f;ound small but often signifi• 
c~nt positive correlations between social status level and both personal 
.adjustment and school achievement. Howe·ver; a study by Ikenberry (49) 
syggests that by lat~ adoleacence, many mde students who do not express 
middle ... class o;r hi.gher culturial values become st:rop.gly oriented toward 
academic achiev~ment, aav:i.ghurst and ~eugarten (43, p. 48•49) discuss 
t;hi~ phenomenm:1, within ~ 13ocid mobil:i.ty frame of reference, It ;i.s 
dist1..1-ssed elsewhere in relation to S\tCh egc;, defen$e mech,:misms as 
co~!JH:!l!\satil!ln, substitution,~ and sublimation, Ik1:mberry (49) failed to 
find a si~p1ifi~a:nt telati.onshi:p betwe~n ''!=-ultural scale" scores and 
dro]:,out;:, l;rut did find an inverse r~lationship between grades and "cultural 
!\!Cale" scories, 
J:k~nln:;?rry' 11' eX:perimwntd group$ were ran,ked ac~ording to mean 
"cultural ~c:,;1le'' sc;Qre a1;1 fol1<;>ws: 
~OJE;ll:li;: 
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F~1,rrth 
Third 
Set:ond 
Highe1:1t: 
... Dropoq:ts w:i..1::h ~rade point ,;1verages of ,snater ~ 2.0 
.., Jipn'"c;'lropouts wi ~h grade point ~ve:i:-1;1ges of !>reater than 2. 0 
.,, P:t;:'opouts w;tth' g;rade point ,gve-r,11ges of less them ,2,0 
~ Dropouts who ~omeleted no coqrses ·prior to leaving IJ ,. ~ ... ~ Nqn~dropputs witq grade po:i,.nt ayerages of less than 2,0 
~.,..,.__.....,. 
It might be ass~med that for the sample artd the settiqg employed 
in Ik~nbelt'ry' s study~ p~;ri,ion.s lacl~ing ,;1wareness qf or commitment to social 
t~n<;l~d nei~'tle:r; tQ e~cd a!1;lad~micdl:y not to w:tthdraw from oollege either 
volunta~i~y or involuntarily for r~asons other than low grades. Part of 
the qi,screpanqy between f~ndings of tht~ study and those discussed earlier 
sca~ij 11 and qther tllea~u:t;:'es qf social s:tatus. 
1;1d)µstment, and social ,1;11;:hievement, by l;!ooial class, Anastasi (5, p. 510) 
made the followi~g statement; 
ln so far as c;;an be determined from avi:lUabl~ data, middle-class 
an¢( <;:ore cuU'Ure parent~ ten,d i;:o dl\!lrnand more co-p.f9rmity than lower-
ch1,u, parents and may tbereby induce fr'Ustration and sti'fiec 
tni.tiative clll').d creat;ivit:y in ~ome cases. On'the other hand, certain 
aspeot;s of lower""tl!laes·family life tend to undermine the child's 
self,..c:onfi.denc~ and emQtiQnal se~U;rity and to ~Hscourage :i,ntellectual 
!;Jevelopment. These d:i,.fhrences are reflected in the pool;'er emotional 
adji..u,tment and ip.~erior s<;lh,ool achievement 9f lower class children. 
lt h~s been su1geated that in addition, tR factors built into the 
difh:tTent social claisse1, 1 children from thes,e hoi;nes are influenced 
differently by their "peer culture" ,;1qd by the scho1?l proper (6) (47) (74). 
+tis gen!i;!raliy held that pubU,c s~hools reflect primar-Uy a middle.,,class 
cult~re pattern. Course offerings~ learning incentives, and extra~ 
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~uirloular activiti~s provided by the schools are generally less well 
~n~it~d to the h>wer•!!-lass chUd than to the middle dass child, Pavis 
(19) bas ·suggested that failure to prov~de s~hool experiences appropriate 
for the tower .. olass child may be an important factor producing low 
ac{:lde:mio aohi!:lvement, poc;,r adjustment~ and general distaste for school 
amon$ lower~class chtldren. 
RelaHon1:1hips found to e:dst betwee-n personal adjustment, intelligence, 
and sociiiil l'!tatus b,-ave at least the foqowing implicat:i,ons for the present 
study: 
(,;1}. E:x:htin.g persond adju:;tment !1lcale$ and intelligence tests both 
tend to be slightly biased in the same di~ection with respect 
tp ~oQres made by members of various so~ial status groups. 
(b), lnd~pHl/ndent rne1,1sures of per.1;sqnal adjustment and scholastic 
aptitude US!;!d to~(;lther may assess much put not all of the 
influence which social class may have ~pon school performance. 
(~). Responses to a~jµst~ent ~nventory i~ems may differ between 
sc.hqlast.;J.c;: abhie:vem,e.nt-leilJ'!ilh as well as· between-"'dropouts and 
non.,.droppµts. 
(d). · For some adjustme·At i·nvei;i.tory items, dropouts and low academic 
achieve+i;; IMY give more responses i,ndicating; "favorable" 
adjustment thai;i. non~9ropouts and high academic achievers. 
,roi;·tuhte,s 
On thE:': l;>a13ifi of a r?view of publ:i,,shed :reports of drol'out research, 
the following poet~l~tes are proposed as a fo4ndation for the present 
investigation. 
(a), Ji'ac~lity in ;fo:rmil:7-8 acc1,1rat;~ px-edictions and percept:Lons 
reg~rding colhge attendanc;i~ and in ~e~ling with cognitive 
related to the per~istence of c;iolleg~ attendance motives, 
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(l:>). . Pen<;mal adjustment as mea1;1ured by papE;lr and pencil inventories 
i1;1 dc,,sely rehted to fae:Uity in fofming accurate fµture 
predictions and present perceptions regarding college attend· 
ance, ~nd to tacility in dealing wit~ incong~uities which are 
e~co~ntered a, a coll~ge ~tudent, 
(<:t), There ah~ exi1::1t inteliective ;factor1:1 at.least partially 
measurable by scholastic aptitude tests which are related to 
hcUity in forming accut'ate e~pe¢tatiqns and verceptfons· 21nd 
to h~Uity :i.n de~ling with··cogn;J;tive inc,ongruity,;t:r·: ·· ·, ... 
(d) •. There may exht intelleq.tive~adjqsti:ve.1.factor:. intefacttons 
in the eaµsation of both academic achievement and dropout. 
'l'he prindpd objective of this i;;tudy was to ;i.solate a single 
measur!!lment from the inte:t:'nal cognitive .. affective s_tructure of college 
entttanta whi~h woutd 1:1upplement inteUect1,1a~ capacity or scholastic 
aJ;:>Ut1.u:le score1;J ,u predictors of ~o'Q,t:i,nu.ation in. college •. An "adjustment'' 
orientat~9n was fqllcywed beea~ae of the availability of usable assessment 
r 
ta~h~iqu~s and bec::au~e e~perimental evidence seems to s~pport the assump~ 
tiop.·t:hat mdad!1lptive tendencies are related in~ number of ways to 
. Adj~stmem.t was taken for the ba13ic predictive measul'.'e in spite of the 
fact that it ~ay represent l)rimarUy the·"personal" contribution to 
bE;lhaviqr determination~ largely ignoring the ''situational." The rationale 
for ihi$ decision was derived principally from a postulate presented by 
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the sUmti.lus s1tuation1 the gre.ater the relat;i.ve contr;ibµti.on of internal 
E;ven tho~gh behavi,c;rr oao. gener,;11ly b1;1 considered to be situationally 
determ;ined or influenced, iµ comple~ and relatively unfamiliar situations, 
environmental $t;i.muli may have little 9r no relationship to behavior~ 
p.art;lcularly among individuals most htQkin~ in adjustive qualities. Thus, 
it w~uld s!':'!em that mµqh of the appal'eutly non .. goal .. directed (nonintegra.;.. 
tive) student ~ehavior occ~rr;ing in college may be considered to originate 
from ;i.~ternal stimuli rather than objective, e~ternal stimuli, 
ma~¥ ;in4tvidual1 enter cPlleg, possessing internal affective structures 
w~iG'h do not equ;p thero to QJ?erate eUe<::t;i.vely ;in the college environments 
they enter, 
Hypothel:les 
,. ··'·· ·I· I ,I 
The hypotheses·which, wer1;p tested :ln the present study are as follows; 
(a). . ';r'he:r~ e;l!;ist itern.s in the Minnesota Counseling ;J:nventory which 
wi,11 elicit s:i~nif~cantly c:lifferent responses f;rom groups of 
s4pjects designated as dro~outs and nonffdropouts, the groups 
(b)r Wl}en test items selected under hypothesis (a) are combined into 
a single dropout~predictor scale? scores on the experimental 
scale for a cross~validation group will pe significantly 
relate:d to the continuat:i,.on..,.dropo1,1t dichotomy, 
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(c), The coeffi,cient of correlation betweep. experimental dropout-
predictor scale scores and s~holastic aptitude test scores 
will differ significantly from zero for the cross ... validation 
sample utilized in this study, 
(d). Minnesota Col,lnseling Inventory mean $cores (on each of 
eight scales) will differ significantly between groups of 
dropouts and non-dropouts having scholastic aptitude test 
scC1res reprE;lsenting lower, interrn.ediate, and upper levels, 
(e). Minnesota Counseling Inventory mean scores (on each of 
e:i.ght sqales) for dropouts utilized in this study will be 
significantl~ greater than corresponding mean scores for 
non ... dr0po1,1ts. 
(f). Minnesota Counseling Inventqry mean scores (on each of 
eight scales) will differ significantly between groups 
designated as having lower, inte;i;-mediate, and upper levels 
9f m1=asured scholastic aptitude. 
(g). Mean dif:l;e:renoes o'bseryed in testing hypothesis (f) will be 
ordered according to the following pattern: Lower scholastic 
aptitude groups will have the highest Minnesota Counseling 
Inventory scale mean scores, followed in order by groups 
rep:resE;nti.ng the upper ap,d intermediate ACT score levels. 
(h). A significant interaction (with respect to scores on each 
of eight Minnesota Counsel:tn~ Inventory scales) will be 
found to exii;,t between measured lilcholastic aptitude level 
and the dropout versus non~dropout dichotomy. 
(j,). The:r:e w:Lll 'be found as much variation in Minnesota Counseling 
Inventory mean scores (on each of eigh~ scales) associated 
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w;i,th me~i,n,p:ed scholasti!: c;1ptitude levd c;1s with the dropout 
verSiµs nQn:"drp:pout: dichpt;qmy. 
P~SIGN ANP ~THODOLOGY 
Introduct::ion 
the pvimary qbjective of th~ present investi~ation was to assemble 
!fin~ v"'U(h1t~ a s~al!il of ~sli!ent:;:i.ally ncm··d.ntellect;i.ve test items which 
wo~ld dis~rimi1;1,,rte l;>trtween ern,tedn~ collegial freshmEln who do and who do 
not cop,t,inu1;1 ;i.n, en:r91lmept in good standin~ beyoJ:'!.d one calendar year. 
A s~ale was sought which would not be significa~tly related to scholastic 
!l!µtitµde 1 as measv-red by a standa:i;-dize<:1 eqllege admi~H;1ion examination. 
A. ~econda:i;y a;m Q;f the invest::igat;i.on was to obtain addit;::Lonal 
validity ~a;a for p"evio~§ly observed ~elationshipp between personal 
.eiqjV,st;went tnvE;in~ory s~<;>:res~ schohtst;ic ,apt:j,t;~de 11:!vels, and continuation 
ir,, qolhgl;;l, 
'l'he pt'epent situdr 1;equired the use ot two standardized testing 
;i.µst;'.1;'4ments 1 one tQ give 1;1 mea~ure of scholastic aptitude and the other 
to provide a pool of items a•se~sing UQQ•intellective qualities of the 
ac;lolescent r The imitrume11.ts selected w~re t'!;le American College Testing 
ProgrE:lm battery C3) ari,d the Minne13ot.a. Coqn,~el:lng liwentory (10). The 
American CPllege Te$ting fro~Tam 1:>attery (hereafter r!ilfen:ed to ai;; the 
'~CT" battery) is des~ribad by Hs publishers as follows (4, p. 8.); 
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;+h.ei AC'l' 'bftt;ery i,p designecl to meast.r1;-e ;;is prep:i,sely as pc;:,s:;;ible the 
ability Qf a student to'perfprm tnc;,se :Lntdll;!ctual tasks which he 
is li,k,¢1y tp he!;! ip. h;is qollege · stµdies, In J:pe test, emphasis is 
plaie4 Pp 1~n~raliz,d skills and abilities~ such as o~ganization, 
qr:J.tii;~sm, j9dgmemt;~ and evdu.at:i-on, rather than on a knowledge of 
~he fiilct;1,11;1l 9r~anizat;io'P: and content q,f c::lassroom material, 
'.lro1(' the p1.p:rpo&Hll$ of this f;itudy~ a single score representing schola$-
tie apti, tuqe Wcl$ .d,gsired f Of thfil vario4s score a provided by the A.CT 
batt!;lry, the cemp9sitl=) s(!;ore wa!;l consid(il;red moE1t appi;-opriate. The com-
po1:1ite 1;1core, wqi~h :ilil b9 sed on a scale -ranging from zero to ,36, is 
c:ie;;;;c.;tibed by the :i,.1:1,st:l;'ument' s publish!;)rs ,;1s :l;ollows (4, p. 10): 
'l'J;ie cc;:,mpo$:i,.t:~ sco,:e i;;; the me1;1n of tht:1 fl'Ul:' educaUon!'ll development 
scores, H is viewed i;1s an il-11-d~:x: qf toti:11 educat:ionc;1l development 
and has prov~d to be the pest liiingle pr~dictor of freshm;an success 
in c(;)Uege, 
Re\hb:i.lity GQl;lfUcielJtl\l :for composH:e score~ on the two c:ilternate 
iand ,95~ respect:l,vely, l1he coefficients were obtained by the Spearman-
arown odd~PC!l'Vfll'IS technique with scores from 1031 hi~h school seniors 
F9~ both forms, a value of 1.1 standard s~ore units was obtained as the 
standa?"d errqr of measurement ~Ol;' the c;!omposite scQre. 
'.11h~ A.G'l' b,;1ttery, which Wf:ii'I admini.stered as a part of a college 
c<;msidered to provide ,;1n adequat!e meas1.;1re of scholastic aptitude for the 
!'he Minn~sota Coun~eliµg ~nventory (hereafter referred to as the 
"MGI"> WG!S sehict\:ld as a source of non.,intellect:ive test items for use 
;tq th:Ls investi.gc1t.ion, The MQl consists of 355 items in the form of 
brief ~tatememts. I~ campletipg the iri.tiiltrument the subject i$ .instructed 
to reiao each statemefftt, deciqe whether it is true or false as it applies 
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Jigh1;; sc~h si;qres W~fli! ppta:i,i;ili:d f:roni. the MC;I: for use in this study. 
1,1gw ue.s:i.v~l'l th~ name111 atta~ped to the scdea and descriptions of 
. bel;l,ay;i.o?;~ e:icpept!ild to be asaoc.iated with h:i,gb and low scores on each 
.(10, PP• 10•J2); 
V~ 1lidit~ Score (V); 'rhe V scale yields a validating score ·which 
represents th(:! degree i;i;f; def~nsiveness of the student, lUgh scores 
are Qbtai.ned by those attempti~g to choose responses that ~re 
·. social1y acceptaple. Occadonally, the individuals may actually 
t'l1iak anil behave aqi :i.dedly ae h impl:i.ed. by p.igh V scores. lt h 
mQre ·likely that such a ~Gor~ :reflects a naive attempt on the part 
of the student to "look good" on the Invei:ito;i:ry, A raw score as 
p:i,gh as ~ shquld m,ke on~ suspect the va lid\.t:y of the profile; raw 
l\iCO'l:"U of 6 or h:i.gher on the V sc,ale i.nvali.d.ate the meaning of thE:: 
other scalee and such answer sheets need not be spored further. 
Appro~im,tely 2 per cwo,t of stuc;l~n.ts have a raw score of 8 or higher. 
,r9,mi}~ Re~1aU1;11;1.~~~{!iS (FR): '.J:he ecor.e on thi1;1 sQale refers to the 
r!i:1bti9nshipi;; bet:wefl:1p. the stud!'lnt and his fam;!..ly, Students with low 
~qor~s arij most likely t;Q h~ve ~riijndly and healthy relationships 
with p~re~ts, ~nd witb ~rotheps and ijisters~ They probably receive 
m~~h afte~t;iPn in the home and feel m~ch affection toward members of 
th~;i.1 fijmilies. Suqb pe~sons usually r~~ard. their parents as making 
reaijonabh demands on them and gran.t:Ltlrg them a reasonable amount of 
inc;l"lpend.ence. · 'l'J:ier Sf end mt.1,cb, t;~me at home and p1;1rt:i.cipate in 
iu;t:J,,vities witb t:hdr hmU:t.ea. 
High s~ores suggest conflicts or maladjustments in family relation~ 
ships, Such scpres are most freqµ~ntly obtained by students who 
hav~ difficult;i.esw;i.th their parents or brother13 and sisters •. These 
studeqts usually feel that their :parents are unreasonably strict and 
dem.am.d too mueh of tti.em. . $uch st'l,ldents avoid spending more time at 
hqme than is aqsolut.ely necena:ry apd oftep. e~press a desire to 
leave home. 
Soci,d Relationships (SR)·: -Scot'es qn this -scale. refer to the nature 
of the 13ttldente' :pel,atioP.s·with other people~ .Low scores are often 
charac;:tl;!ristic of gx-ega,;:ious, socially mature individuals •. Students 
with low acores µsqally appear t;o be 4appy and comfortable when with 
.g:roups of stud~nts or adu'.!.t!il• T}iley appe~:r to enjoy talk:i,ng with 
others an.dare intf;!rested in what others ~ay, !n groups~ these 
students are frequently the one~ who introduce people to one another • 
. su~h students f?eem to have a g~nui,ne lik;i.ng for others and are well-
li'ked '\,y them.· In general~ they hE1ve good social skills~ converse 
easily and well~ have acceptable manners, and conduct themselves 
appropriately in •Qci~l sttuatio~s. 
Students with high scores are likely to be soc;lially in!:!pt or 
under-.sociali,zed persons. They often seem to be unhappy and 
uncomfortable when with groups of students or adults; they do not 
enjoy talking or associating with others, Other people, in 
turn, derive no great satisfaction from being with them. These 
i:;tudentsmay refuse to attend school functions. They may not 
answer questions in class when called upon even if they know the 
answers. 
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-Emotional Stability _(ES): Low scores characterize emotionally 
stable individuals. · Such students seldom worry; are not likely to 
be self-conscious or lacking in self-confidence; tend to be calm 
and relaxed most of the time. Rarely asking advice, they are 
capable of making their own decisions. .· They do not; show fear in 
new or strange situations and usually behave efficiently iµ 
emergencies. 
High scores characterize students who frequently are unhappy and, 
in general, appear to be emotionally unstable. these·students 
often over-react emotionally to what appear to be trivial situa-
tions. They may lose their tempers easily and frequently be moody 
or irritable; they often appear tense or anxious and weep under 
stress, ln new situations they may be either fearful and timid 
or overly aggressive. 
Conformity·(C): The scores on this scale indicate the type of 
adjustment a student makes in situations requiring conforming or 
responsible behavior. Students with low scores are usually 
reliable and responsible, conforming to rules and behavior.codes 
even when they may not agree with them. Instead of rebelling against 
such regulations, these students attempt to have them changed 
through orderly procedures. They ordinarily show respect to persons 
in authority. Although not necessarily docile nor overly submissive, 
they understand the need for social org:anization. Such students 
cause 1:i.ttle disturbance :i.n school, seldom have unexcused absences 
or tardiness, practically never repeat an offense, and usually 
complete assignments on time. 
Students·with high scores are likely to be irresponsible, impulsive, 
and rebellious, They may appear to learn little from experience, 
committing the ·same offense repeatedly even though verbally . --·· ,ir-.. ·· 
acknowledging it to be wrong. These students are individualistic 
and self-centered, They may frequently be sent to the principal, 
cause disturbances in class, have unexcused absences, and fail to 
complete assignments. Some of these students have juvenile court 
· recorQs. High scores, in conjunction with unfavorable family 
background, may suggest the need for counseling to avoid future 
delinquent behavior. 
Adjustment . .!.2. Reality (R): This scale refers to a student's way 
of deding with reality .. -whether he approaches threatening situations 
in Ol;'der to.master them or withdraws from them in order to avoid 
them. Students with low scores seem to deal rather effectively with 
reality. They are able to make friends and establish satisfactory 
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rehtionships with groups. They have little difficulty communicating 
with others and do not fear sharing their emotional experiences. 
They frequently welcome competition, In general, their behavior 
appears to be quite predictable • 
. Students with high scores on th(;! R scale have difficulty making 
friends and establishing relationships with groups. They are often 
secretive, withdrawn, shy, sensitive, and easily embarrassed. 
llowever, they usually reveal little emotion. In speaking, they may 
ramble and introduce irrelevant details. They may write odd themes, 
or work pn peculiar inventions or hobbies. Although they daydream 
of "success," they shun competition, To others they seem odd and 
distant, Such students are often the ones who escape the counselor 1 s 
or teacher's attention because their withdrawing behavior is incon-
spicuous and causes little trouble for anyone else, 
Mood (M): This scale indicates a student's usual mood or emotional 
state. Low scores characterize students who maintain good or 
appropriate morale. These sti..;tdents are cheerful most of the time. 
When depressed or discouraged, they quickly recover. They frequently 
smile and laugh and are ~nthusiastic about subjects, friends. 
and activities. Being self•confident, they regard the future 
optimistically and make long-range plans. Furtl;J.ermore, they are 
enthusi,!:!st:ic and optimistic about the plans of others. 
High scores are usually obtained by students with poor morale. 
Such students seem to be depressed and "blue" most of the time. 
Classmates may regard them as "wet blankets." Students with high 
scores on,the M ~cale lack self~confidence and frequently feel 
useless. Moreover, they lack hope in the future and complain of the 
hopelessness of trying to do things •. Such students become easily 
discouraged and distracted and consequently may not persevere ~ifh 
scholastic tasks very long. 
Leadership (L): The scores on the L scale are related to those 
personality characteristics reflected in leadership behavior. 
Students with low scores often have outstanding leadership skills 
and in general know how to work well with others. They readily 
assume responsibilities in groups to which they belong and show 
initiative in developing and carrying out ideas, Other students 
frequently recognize such qualities, placing these students in 
positions of leadership, such as school and activity offices. 
Although low scores indicate leadership qualities, high scores do 
not indicate sµccessful "followership. 11 Students with high scores 
on the "Leadership" scale are often inept in social situations and 
likely to avoid participation in groups, Pending further studies, 
high scores should be understood as merely indicating lack of 
leadership qualities. 
The last seven MCI scales listed above are termed the "diagnostic" 
scales of the inventory. They are composed of items from the "Social 
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Adjustment," "Family Relat:i,ons,iu an,d 11Emotionality" scales of the 
Minnesota Personality Scale and the !UL/' "Psychopathic Deviate,n ivschizo= 
phrenic," "Depression," and "Social Introversioniu scales of the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory. 
Test.:.retest and odd=even reliability studies reported by the authors 
of the MCI (10)(11) suggest that for the middle to late adolescent, the 
scales assessing Family Relationships, Social Relation.ships, Emotional 
Stab:i,lity, and Adjustment to Reality are fairly reliable, In Table III 
are shown reliability data for the MCI diagnostic scales. Odd=even 
reliability coefficients, means, and standard deviations are given as they 
appear in the publisher's manual (10, p. 22), Standard errors of meas·ure= 
ment based on the foregoing data were computed by the present writer 
using procedures sugge,gted by Guilford (40, p. 441). Standard errors of 
measurement thus derived are also shown in Table III, both in raw score 
units and in ,!~score units (mean 50, s.d. 10). 
A principal reason for employing the Minnesota Counseling Inventory 
in this investigation was that it would permit comparison with and possibly 
extension of the findings of Brown (12), who used the same instrument in 
an effort to find personality differences between dropouts and non=drop-
outs. In addition to that primary c.onsideration, the Minnesota 
Couns!al:Lng 'Inventory was found to be satisfactory in terms of reliability, 
length, appropriateness to the age level being tested, and ease of 
scoring. During the 1961 fall semester, the Minnesota Counselin.g 
Inventory was administered to all subjects included in this study. The 
instrument was admi.nistered as a part of a one=semester college orienta= 
tion progri:lm, 
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TABLE UI 
REtIABILlTY DATA FOR DIAGNOSTIC SCALES 
OF THE :MINNESOTA COUNSELING INVENTORY 
(11~ and 12TH G~E :MALES, N=200) 
Raw Score Units 
Odd~Even Standard 
Reliability Error of 
Goeff i~ient Measv.rement . Mean . S,D. 
.86 2.33 8.9 6.3 
,.94 2-66 18.9 11.1 
.81 2.95 12 .. 7 6.7 
.56 2.57 12,6 3,9 
-~8 2,48 10.7 7,1 
.66 2.49 11.4 4.3 
• 7 'J 2.44 11.3 4,7 
8 Asaumed mean= 50, s.d.;:, 10 
. . .. 
Population and Samples Selected for Study 
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T-Score Units a 
Standard 
Error of 
Measurement 
3.7 
2.4 
4.4 
6.6 
3.5 
5,8 
.5. 2 
Tb,e populat;i.on fro:m which subjects for the present study were selected 
c.onsi~ted of 378 male, ... fit'st.isetnestet'D.;fireshmen;,envoUed: ind:he ·College· 
of .Arts and Sciences at Oklahoma State University in the fall of 1961. 
This population wc;1s chosen, for three principal reasoni;;. A fdrly large 
popuiation was sought in order to provide a sufficient number of subjects 
who would meet criter;i.,a for inclui;:;ion in experimental groupings. The 
population identified appeared to be satisfactory in that respect, A 
E;econ,d ;reas<;m for utilizing a popul':1tiQn consisting of Arti;:; and Sciences 
st1,1dents was th~t doing :so·wotlld permit a somewhat more direct comparison 
with results ol:>t,a:i,.ned by Brown (12), whose sia111,ples were of 1:i,.beral arts 
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901lege student$, An additional reason for sdectiug the above-defined 
population fol;' the present study w,;1s that data from both the American 
College Testing Progl;'am battery and the Minn<i!sota Couni;;eling Inventory 
were obtainable for each population member~ 
It was recognized that :restricting the.study-to a relatively narrow 
populatiori. would li,m;i,. t the applicabi 1i ty of the fi,ndings. llowever, since 
the objectives 0£ the study were princ;i,pally methodological rath(;lr 
than substantive, it was felt that the previously identified population 
would be adequate, In interpreting results of the stvdy it :;;houldj of 
course, be borne in mind that first semester mal~ Arts ,;1nd Sciences 
~tqdents in a tuition~free land grant·institut:i,on in Oklahoma may differ 
markedly from their counterparts in other types of institµtions located 
in other regions, 
The judgment to use only male subjects in the present study was made 
in the interest of ec:onomy, and because it has been demonstrated that 
the sexes respond to adjustmei:r!: inventory items differently and offer 
somewhat different explanations for withdrawing from college, Males were 
selected for study rather than fem,;1les because of the interests of the 
invest:i,gator and becaus!3 it ,;1ppears that within th~ American soctety 
gre!;lte:r importc:lnce is placed upon the c:ontinuation of D,1.ales in college 
than of females. The early discontinuation of ;formal schooHng by males 
appeara to be viewed as a greater personal and social loss than does 
similar ~iacontinuation by females. 
At the time this study was concluded (!=ipring; semester~ 1963), 
population members had had an opport1,.mity to complete three semesters of 
enrollment, rn selecting subjects who would be included in experimental 
g:i;-o~ps as ''dropouts" and as "non ... dropouts ~ '' the following criteria were 
Ul:led, 
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Dropout; A member of the original population of fall .1961 first .. 
semester freshmen who received no credit for acad~m:i.c work completed 
at Oklahoma State University during the 1962 fall semester. 
_1:!£n..,.droeout: A member of the original populatio:n of :!;all 1961 first: .. 
semester freshmen,, who received credit fol;' acc:idemic work completed in 
the Oklahoma State Univeri;ity College of Arts i:lnd Sciences during the 
1962 fall semester, who had earnep credit in at least 36 semester 
he>urs of work with a sufficiently high accumulative grade point 
average to meet the University stanc.'lar_d for aor,,tinued enrollment, -
The information ava;llab1e :for populati,on members not falling into 
either of the above classifications was not considered adequ/:lte for 
judging individuc1ls to b.e "dropouts'' or "non-dropouts." :For this reason, 
they were excluded from the study. A total of 103 population members were 
found to meet criteric;1 s(:!t up for the "dropout" classification. A total 
of 178 were col1siderecJ to be ,inon .. dropout;:s." 
For the purposes of the present stl.ldy, six experimental groups were 
sought: dropout$ represe~ti.ng three scholastic aptitude s9ore levels 
and non,,.dropouts representing the same three $trata of me;':lsured scholastic 
ability. This design was employed first as a means of reducing the 
relationship between scholc:lstic aptitude (as measul;'ed by the ACT battery) 
ai;id the experimental dropout predictor scale which was to be constructed, 
It ·wc:1f:l felt that by minimizing the AC'r score difference between dropouts 
and non-dropouts used in the study, the rel.;:1ti.onship between scholastic 
ability and dropout would not be tapped in selecting items for the 
experimental scale, In addition, it was expected that an analysis of 
Minnesota C9unseling Inventory scale scores for g:i:-01,J,ps of dr,opouts and 
non ... dropouts represe·nting threEl academic ability g-ro1,1p;i.ngs Wl'.mld l'rovide 
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use~ul data on possible inter~relationships between ability level, 
personaltty, and dr~pout. 
In setting the composite ACT score intervals for the lower, inter-
mediate, and upper scholastic ability groups, two considerations were of 
paramoui:i.t import.;1nce; ol:)taining group rl." s, of maximum and equal s'.ize. 
-.-.-
Since dropouts tended to have lower composite ACT scores th,;m non-dropouts, 
it·was found that in order to form the six desired experimental groups of 
even approximately equal size <;1nd having comparable ACT score means and 
frequency distributions, some data would have to be sacrificed. ~y 
setting the composite ACT score intervals at 0.5-18,5, 18.6..-21.5, and 
21.6 ... 36.5, it was possible to obtain six. experimental groups of maximum 
and equal size (,e = 24), 
Except in two groups where the po-,p11.1!.~.a:ti:.c;;,'m2 ,!£i<:1'nd the:,sai:nple 1;: 
were eq4al, samples were sel!;lc;ted rc1ndomly from their corresponding 
population groups, Due to the fact that sample size and population number 
are not in constant proportion from one segment of the pop1,.1lation to 
another, it may not be said that the total sample is representative of 
the total population. More importap.t for the purposes of the present 
study, however, is the fact that subjects within each of the six experi-
ment.:11 groupings were drawn in such a way that they woul<;l be representa-
tive of their respective segments of the total population, Thus, from 
the total pop1,.1lation, six equal-s:Lzed samples were selected representing 
dropoLtti,:; and non~dre>pouts having composite ACT scores within three 
designated interv,;1ls. ·. 
Because of the narrowness of t;:he intermediate ACT score interval 
and because population segments were not deleted between the intermediate 
and the·extreme intervals, it may not be said that samples from the three 
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ACT $CO;re iptervals are totally inde:pendet;1t, Since the reported standard 
error of meas\,l,rement for composite ACT scores is 1,1, the prol;>ability is 
:fairly grE~at that so:or..e:s, at the extremes of the intermediate interval do 
not differ significantly from scores in the upper and lower intervals. 
However, the probability that the upper.and lower ACT score intervals 
overlap is le.Eis than .01, These consideration1;1 appear to h,;1ve little 
implication (or the principal patt of the present study, the construction 
and vaHdatiot;1 of a dropout pr.edict;or scale, but anaLysis of variance 
rf:lsutts may be affected. 
betwe\!!n dropouts and non .. dropouts at each level were tested statis= 
tically. In 1w case was s;i.gnificat1,t difference found (t test, two~tailed; 
_, 
probability greater than .0$ in eaeh case). Variances among ~omposite 
ACT scores it;1 the s:i,:ii:. group$ were compaxed by mec:1n:s of F tests (40~ p. 
.... ' 
224) and found not to differ significantly in any case (two~tailed tests, 
probability greater than .o, in each case). 
Each of the experimental gro4ps assembled in the manner described 
in the previous section was furthe:t:' divided by an odd-even s1:1mp1ing 
procedure into two gro1;,1ps of eqµal size (n = 12). One group from each 
pair thus created wa$ util;i.zed in selecting items fpr the experimental 
dropout predictor scale; the other group from each pair was held back for 
cross~validation purppses, Employing this design, data·for a total 
of 72 subje~ts (36 dropo~ts, 36 non-dropouts) were used i~ validating 
:i,tems fol:' the experimental scale. D2;1ta for an eqµal nu,mber of subjects 
were utilized in crosij~validating the scale. For the final phase ot the 
investigation, namely, the analysis of Minnesota Counseling Inventory 
scale sco:res~oata for the $ix original ex{lerimeot;al groups were 
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reconstituted, Separat:e yalidat;i,011 samples·were not needed for that 
portion of the study, 
ttem Validation: Selecting Items 
for the Experimental Dropout l'redictor Scale 
In order to assess the valid:Lty of Minnesota Counseling Inventory 
items for predicting drppout, a count was made to determine the number 
oLpositive respon$es mc;1de to ec;1ch item by 36 indivi,duah cli:tssified as 
dropouts and 36 who were c!ass:tfhd as non .. dropi;:n,its .. To assess· the dis-
criminatory :power of each item, c;.hi &quare t'i:!sts were made as suggested 
by Guilford (38), '.['ests were m,;ide in a ;2 X 2 table with the ":(ates 
correction for continuity applied where expected c;.ell frequencies fell 
below ten (40, p, 234) .. Chi sq~are appr(,'.)ximat:j.ons were evaluated in term's 
of both a onE:1 .. tailed and two .. tailed test 1 Items which discriminated in 
c;1 predi,cted direction were included in the experimental scde if the 
assQciated ch:l &quare approx:tm1;1tion indicated significance at the .10 
point (one-tailed test), Items which discriminated in a direction 
oppo$ite th~t predicted were included :ln the experimental scale only 
if thE;? chi ·square 9pproxi,.mation indicated signific;:ance at the .10 level 
(two-tailed test), 
Cro$s Validation of the E;x:per:lmen,tal Dropout l'redictor Scale 
An (,'.)verlay key for the experimentd dx,opout predicto1; sc;:ale was 
construc;:ted in such a way that when, it was placed on a Minnesota 
Counseling Inventory c:1nswer sheet, the response blanks scored more 
frequently by non ... dropouts than by dropouts were left exposed. ·The scor-
i,ng l,{ey was cons.tructed to g~v~ non-dropouts e:i!;perimental scale scores 
which were h:i,gh relative to those of dropouts, 
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Using the .ovel;."l,ay ke;v, · e~per;l.mental scale i:;cores were obtained from 
the Minp,esc,ta C::ounsel:i,ng Xnventory answer sheets o:I; cross-validation sample 
Two methods were utilized t~ assess the validity of the experimental 
sc;ale; a point .. biserial coefficient of correiation (40, pp, 301-305) 
tested for significance by a direct! test (40, p. 302), and a Kolmogqrov-
Smirnov two-sample test (80~ pp. 127~136), In addition to providing, 
respec!;ive\y, a p1;1rametr'ic and a non.-parametric est:i,~te 0£ the sign:i,fi-
eance of the reiationship between 13cale and criterion, the correlation 
measure was obta~n1=d to fac:Uitate understanding Or\ the part of re,aders 
21nd the Kolmogi;,rov-Smirov test to estabUsh the "cut .. of;E score" at which 
the experimental scale discriminated maximally.between dropouts and non-
dropouts in the val;i.dat~otf sample, 
Analysts.,,of c:Vatianc~:·for Mlbnne sota 
:v·· ,-,,,,. r·CounseHngHnven.tioa;iy::Sc~l~r-Scoresc ,·. ·· 
For e•ch of the 144 subjects included in this study, eight scale 
scores were ohtained from the Minnesota Counseling inventory. In order 
ta meet the normality and interval measu~ement assumptions of the 
analyi:;is o:f variance pr<>cedure (40, pp. 281-282) 1 raw MCl ·scale scores 
we're converted to T ... scQ+es w;i,th an assumed mean of .'.50 1;1nd standard 
.,.,. 
deviation of 10. The procedure suggested by Guilford (40, pp. 494,.500) 
was followed in maldng the convE;?rsion. 
An analysis of varian~e was qomputed for each MCl scale in ,order 
to provide tests fpr hypotheses d1 e? f, g, h~ and i, listed on page13 
, $9 and ,40 of thh report. A 1;:;iyp .. way ,;la1;1sificatiop. was utilized with 
dropouts and non"dropouts constituting one dimension and lower, inter-
mediate, and upper composite ACT $core levels making up the second (40, 
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PP• 267 .. 264), Ui;i.I1.g thh dei;;ign, it was possibh to test whether mean 
~cor~s differed ~ignif~cantly petween dropouts and non~dropo4ts or among 
the three !i!Ompol:lite ACT score levds, apd for si,gnificant effects of 
in~eraation between the two classifications. F ratio tests were made as 
suggested Qy Guilford (40, p, 274). 
CHAl'TE:R :tV 
:iu;SULTS 
;I:ntroduction 
l;indings of tl).E;? present inves~igati,on are reported below under three 
head:i,ngs which represent the three major subdivisions of the study: item 
vd~daHon );)rocedu:res, aross.,:.validati.on of the expedmentd dropout 
pred!etor scale, .lilnd at1.;lly1;1is of M;innesota Counseling Inventory sqale 
scorl;)S., Coneh.is:i,Qnl;l and recouunendations ba1;1ed on the findings of this 
study will be presented in Chapter v. 
ttem Analysis.: , · Vi,litlat :t,on of ,>Mi'rinEi"aota r:Couns:eli:l:ng : '.(.ny,entory 
· · 1. I teni,s •·.tor: tne . Experim~nt·a 1 D:ropo\iit c,:Predi c>tot :'.Jic:a,re ·_:. ·-· 
Minnesota Oounseling Inventory items were considered to have 
signi;fica-q.t discrimip.atory power between d;ropol,11;! arid non-.dropout aamples 
if their associated chi sqvare appro:ximat;ions were found to meet either 
of two cendi.tions •. The condition$ were: 
(a). The item must discriminate between dropol,lts and non~dropouts 
in a predicted directian 1 and have an associated chi square 
app:ro;id.mation equal to or exceeding the tabled value ;for a 
one•tailed (dire~ted) te$t at the .10 probability point. 
(b), An obt~ined chi $q~ar~ estimate m~st equal or e~ceed the 
.10 prob~bility level. 
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A. total of 34 items wllich met at least one of the above conditions 
were found in the Minnesot~ Counse1ing Inventory. The 34 items are 
identif:l.ed by P.l,l.ml>er in 'fable IV, Gind are grouped according to the MCI 
scale or scal~s in which they are included, ~t may be noted that items 
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8,. 220, and 269 eGich appear in two MCI sci:lles. The last eight :;i.tems 
listed tn Table IV werCll found to be am~:mg the 44 MCI :items not scored 
with any of the exhtin,g 1:1aale~~ Aho a]jiown in Table IV are the numbers 
of positive respons~s given to el.ich item by dropouts and non-drqpouts used 
in t~e item validation procedure. Chi square valu~s associated with the 
c;Ji,;fference in :naspoµsEHl ma.de to each item are shown at the extreme right 
in Table IV. 
ln Table ;i:v, the subi;ic;ript "a'' is used to qesignate those items 
which discriminated between dropouts and non~dropouts iq the direction 
opposite tp that pre,;U .. cted. The 34 MCI items making up the experimental 
dropout pr,dictor scaie are listed in Table X on page 89. Listed with 
each item i"O. Table Xis the respon~e made more f.r1;1quently by non ... dropouts 
than by dropout!!!~ 
I'll apprah:i..ng the val;i.cli't:y o;f t;he items selected ;for the experi-
ment;al $Cale~ it should be noted thl:lt the fi.1!'st ·. one-third of the »tnnesota 
Cq~nseling I~v~ntory (119 itews) yielded only four items·which were 
considered to di~criminate between dropouts and non-dropouts. In the 
secoi;id c:me ... third o:f; the MCI (items l;?Q .. 237), 14 items were found to have 
associated chi square values large enough fqr them to be considered dis-
criminatory. Sixteen such :i,t;ema were :fot1nd ~mong the last 118 items in 
the inventory •. The pr_obability o:f such an uneven distribut:i.on of ite'\11:s 
occurring by chai;i.ce done was e~,gmined by means of a one--sample chi 
square te:;;t with tw<;> degrees of ;freedom (80, pp. 42 ... 47). A value as 
large a~ th,at obt~ined :i,n the test (chi square ,;1ppro~imation ::;: ·15. 789) 
MC:C 
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TA.~L:E IV 
R.ESPONSE FR.EQVENCIES, CllI SQUARE APPROXIMATIONS, MD PROBABILITIES 
ASSOCIA!ED-CWl'.'T'fl MC'.CTTEM:S·1.:J:li!CLU,QED''JlN',:TlIBl:'EXPERIMEN'l'AL 
DRO~OUT P:REDICTOR SCALE 
Number of Positive 
Item 
R.es:eonses 
Non,. Drop• Probability 
ScaL~ Number dropouts outs Chi 2 (One-tailed) 
FR 252a 12 4 3.500 .05 
FR 348a 19 11 3.657 .05 a SR. 147 21 28 3.130 .05 
SR 320 20 30 6.545 .01 
SR 335 12 18 2,057 .10 
SR 344 0 6 4.545 .05 
SR 350 6 13 2.574 .10 
ES 40 14 23 4.503 .05 
ES 149a 18 11 2.829 .05 
C 8 12 18 2.057 .10 
G 157a 17 24 2. 776 .05 
C 246 20 14 2.006 .10 
C 269? 19 11 3,657 .05 
C 281 13 7 2,492 .10 
R 133 0 4 2.348 .10 
R 146 3 9 2.500 .10 
R 220 7 14 3.294 ,05 
R 248 34 29 2,032 .10 
R 271 7 20 10.041 .001 
M 8 12 18 2.057 .10 
M 143"1 17 24 2.776 .05 
M 172 11 5~;' 2.009 .10 
M 220 y 14 3,294 .05 
M 228 17 10 2.904 .05 
M 269a 19 11 3,657 .05 
t 109 3 11 4.345 ,05 
t 198a 11 18 2.829 .05 
t· 234 7 14 3.294 ,05 
L 286 11 19 26 2,904 .05 b 31 18 12 2,057 .10 None 
None 151 12 18 2,057 .10 
None 187 19 26 2.904 .05 
None 203 2 8 2.903 .05 
None 244 35 29 3,520 .05 
None 305 34 28 2.903 ,05 
None 306 14 22 3,556 .05 
None 337 29 23 2.492 .10 
}It;em d:i.scrim;i.nated in directiop opposite that predicted. 
b !tem(:l not scored with any sta11dard MCI scale. 
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wo\,lld occur by chan~e alon~ l!;!ss thau one time in one,,,thousand. Becal,lse 
· of this 1,.u;iant:i,ei:pated find:i.~g, additional tests were made in an effort to 
determine whether 1;iarly res:ponses on the MCI tended to be more or less 
valid than later responses, and whether dropouts and non•dropouts responded 
with equc:11 val:i.,dity th:roughout the ·sc1de. 
the possibility that dropout~ and non~dropouts responded witµ greater 
<;>r less V<i!li~ity in differ.ent '{)arts of the MCI was e~amined by a procedure 
employing the sigl'l test as outlined by Siegel (80, J?P, (>8 ... 75). The first 
o-p.e""h,d:f; and the la1;1t one.-hatf of the MCI Validity scale were scored 
separately far aU dropQuts 1;1nd aU non .. dropout:s used in the item selec,. 
tion procedure. Each subject's data were e~amined for changes in response 
fr~quency between th@ fi.~st one~qalf and the second one~half of the 
Vdidity scab~ The numbers of dropouts and of non~dropouts who 
increased, decrea~ed, and fail~d to change their response frequency are 
given in rable V, A greater number of responses in one~half of the scale 
than tn the Qther wa$ taken a~ an indication of change, The same number 
of response$ in each one .. ha1£ of the 1;Jcale was considered to represent 
no ~hange, 
The $ign test deecribed by Siegel (80, pp. 68~75) was applied 
sep~r~tely to the data for dropouts, non.dropouts, and the two groups 
CPmbit1.ed~ to determine whether significant shifts i.n Validity scale 
response h{;ld occurre~. l'he pt"obab:Uity values resµlting from· applica .. 
tion of the sign test are shown i.n Table v. The probabilities of 
observed dhtributions oc~ul;'ri.ng by chance alone 'iWere .. 412: for,;d.r9po1.1ts~ 
,19 :f;or non.,.dropo1,1.ts~ and ,06 for the two gro~ps combined. In interR 
preting this set o~ finQings, it ahc;,4ld be noted that h;igher absolute 
Validity scale scores sigqify lower response validity. On the basis of 
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the. :res!,.J.lts obtaip.ed w:i.th the stgtl- test,· it appears that both dropouts and 
non .. dropouts may have responded with somewhat lower validity as they 
p:i;'ogreljlsed th:rqugh the MCI Validity scale. H.owever, the change could be 
e;:onside:red stat;i;$ti,caUy signific;ant at the .10 point only if the groups 
were combined, 
TABL~ V 
Number of Respopdents Who Increased, Decreased, or Failed 
tR ~hange frequency of Response From the First One,.Half 
·to the ·Second One~aalf of the MCI Validity Scale 
... ,. Numper of S1-1bjects 
·pid;Not Change I1;1.creased 
Frequency of Frequency of 
v~s~ale Vfflscale 
Group ~sponses Responses 
Dropoµt;s 11 16 
:Won.,.dropolJts 2 20 
'rot al 36 
Who; 
Decreased 
Frequency of 
v .. scale 
Responses 
9 
14 
23 
Probability 
of Chance 
a Occt.1rrence 
.12 
.19 
0 06 
As a seGond possible e~planation for the uneven distribution of dis~ 
criminatory items found within the MCI, it was considered that the first 
<.m~i-third o:f; the i,nventcn;y may have been hf:!avily loaded with i terns of a 
type which occurred infrequently iµ the lattE);r two .. thirds, In view of 
findings ¢1iscu111sed thvs hr, it might be assumed that MCI 1;,cales with a 
dispropo:rtioq.c'!ltely li:jrgij number of items locatec;l in the fj.rst one~third 
o! the inventory would contribute relatively fewer items to the e~peri~ 
men.tal scale than thos1;i with items ~ore evenly distributed throl.l.ghout the 
invento:ry, Conversely~ scdes_with fewer it;eme, located in the first one .. 
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third 9f the im,ventqry might be expected to contril;mte relanvely more 
items to the experiment;al cjropout pred:i,cto:i;:- scale, 
A count was made to determine the numbe:i;:- of items located in the 
first one .. third pf the MCI which were included in the $coring of each of 
the MCl scales, The values obtained are given in Table VI, accompanied 
by the corr(;:!sponding numbers of items constituting each MCI scalEl and the 
n-µmber of item!? contributed to the e;xp!ilrimentd sc;ale by ec1ch MCl scale. 
MCI 
Scale 
V 
,FR 
'SR 
ES 
C 
L 
. a Non,e 
TABLE VI 
Number of Items from Each MCI Scale Occurring in the Total 
Inventory~ the Fir~t Qne~Third of the Inventory, and 
in the Experimental Dropoµt Predictor Scale 
·. Tot;al;:No, 
of Items 
in the MCI 
Scale 
l4 
36 
61 
55 
46 
35 
44 
No~ of Items 
Located in 
First One,,.third 
of MCI 
9 
6 
20 
22 
8 
18 
20 
12 
8 
No. of Items 
Occurring in 
Experimental 
Scale 
0 
2 
5 
2 
5 
6 
4 
8 
61 
'l'o facilitate comparhon~ the nµ,mbe:i::s shown in the second·and third 
col1.1TI1ns of Table VI were coTivert;:ed to the pe'.l:'centages.they represented of 
the total number of it;:13ms i,.n corresponding MCI sc.;1les, The resulting 
values are given in Table vn. J;n order to determine whether a signifi-
cant relationship e~isted between the proportion of items located in the 
first one~third 0£ the inventory and the proportion found ta be dis~ 
criminatory, a Spearman rank•correlation coefficient (40, pp, 285~288) 
'tfas computf;!d for the two columns::of data in Table VH. The resulting 
value (rho~ ~.50) was tested for significance wi,.th the procedure 
recatmn,,inded py Guilford (40~ p. 2ij8). :r:t was determ:i.n~d that a probability 
of ,08 was as~ociated with rejeq~ion of the null hypothesis of zero or 
~ositlve correlation (one~tailed test). 
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TABLE·vn 
froportions of Items from Each MCI Scale Occurring 
in the First One .. Third of the lnventory and 
i~ the E~perime~tal Dropout Predictor S9ale 
Percent of Sq.;ile Percent o't 
Located :i.n First Occurring 
Qne .. third of MCI per:i.mental 
64.3 0;0 
16,7 5,6 
.n.a 8.3 
51.2 4,7 
22,9 14.3 
.'.32 • 7 9,1 
-43, ,5 13.0 
;34.~ 11,4 
18,2 18.2 
y. 
· 1.· 
$ca le 
in Ex-
Scale 
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Cross-Validation of the Experimental Dropout Predictor Scale 
U$:i.ng an ove;rlay scoring key, M:i.nnl:!$Ota Cot,inseling lnventory answer 
sheets for the previous\y selected cross~validation sample were scored 
for the E;!Xperimental dropout predictor scale. ExperimE;!ntal scale scores 
and composite ACT scores are given in Table XI on page 92 for each subject 
utiiized in the cross~validat:i.on procedure. 
A point-biserial coefficient of correlation (40~ pp. 301-305) was 
ccnnput;:ec;l for the rel.;lt:i,onship between scores obtained on the experimental 
scale and the dropout versus non-dropout criterion. The point-biserial 
correlation coefficient obtained was .274, A direct, one-tailed l test 
was carried out as suggested by Guilfol;'d (40, pp. 219, ~02) for the 
research hypothesis that a significantly greater than zero positive 
correlation would exist between experimental 'scale scores and continuation 
in college. The test resulted in a! value of 2,38, equal to that re~ 
quired for significance at the .01 point with 70 degrees of freedom, On 
the b21sis of the t t;e&t results, the null hypothesis of zero or negative 
.,.., 
correlation was rejected with a probability pf ,01. The alteri:g1te 
hypqthesis of a significant positive correlation ,between experimental 
scale sourcee; and the criterion of dropout was considered to be confirmed. 
In order to provide a test for the hypothesis that dropouts in the 
cross,..vc1lidation sample would have lower experimental 9cale scores than 
their counterpart non-dropouts, a Kolmogorov,..Smirnov two-sample test was 
made as st,iggested by S;Legel (80, pp. 127 .. 136). The chi square approxima-
t:i,on ol?ta:Lned by the J.<olmogorov,.Smi:t;"nov procedure was 5.645. This value 
was found to ~xceed the tabled ehi square value of 4,605 associated with 
a probability of .05, but not to exceed the value of 7,828 associated with 
a probability of .01 (one~tailed test, two d,f.), As a result of the 
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the null~hypothesis of no positive relationship 
between e~perirnental scale sco~es and oontinuation in college was rejected 
with a probabilHy Qf less··than' .QB blttngidHiter:than:·:.01.'''J'he .. 
alternate or research hypothesis was considered to be confirmed. 
In performing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test, it was observed 
that the experimental scale score at which the instrument discriminated 
rna~imally between dropouts and non~dropo~ts was 18, It was found that 
47.6 percent of the dropouts i~ the cross~validation sample had experi-
mental scale scores of 18 or less, while only 19,8 percent of the non,,drop~ 
outs had scores as low as 18. The Kolmogorov-Srnirnov two-sample test 
was made of the significance of a difference as &reat as that between the 
values of 47.6 percent and 19.8 percent. 
l'he hypothesis that scores on the experimental scale would not be 
$ignificantLy correlated with composite ACT scores was tested for subjects 
included in the cross~validation sample, A Spearman rank-difference 
coefficient of correlation (40, pp. 285~288) of .148 was obtained for the 
relat;i,onship in qµestionr 'J'he hypothesis of zero correlation was tested 
by means of a procedure recorru.nended by Gµilford (40, p, 288) for 
deterrnining the signific;:ance of a "rho" coefficient. It was determined 
that a probability of .21 would be associated with rejection of the 
hypothesil;l of zero correlation, On the basis of thi13 test, the null 
hypothesis of zero correlation was not rejected. 
Analysis: of. Minhesotci Comlselirtg ');nveut0·ry' Sea le Score:s 
A separate analysis of variance was carried o~t as suggested by 
Guilford (40~ pp. 267.,,275) with scores from each of the eight Mirmeqota 
Counseling Inventory Scales. Data for the 144 subjects included in this 
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study were cast into a 2 X 3 classification for the analysis of variance 
prqpedures. Dropout and non ... dropout groups constituted "rows" while three 
composite ACT sGore group:s served as "columns," JJ:ypotheses d through i 
(Listed cm pages 39 and 40 of this report) were tested by the ;malysis of 
variance and succeeding! tests, ~n Table VIII are summarized the results 
of the analysis of variance carried out for each of the eight MCI scales, 
Given in Table VIII, from left to right, are the sources of variance 
e~amined in the analyses; t;he degrees of·freedom assoc:i,.ated with each 
!;lOµrce; and~ £01:; each MC:r scale, variance estimate13 (mean sums of squares) 
obtained for each variance source e~amined. 
In no case did an :F value obtained by dividing a "within" variance 
,...... 
eistimate into another value lying in the same column :i,n Table VIII equal 
or e~ceed the! value required for significance at the .10 point. 
In interpreting analysis of variance results obtained in this study, 
the following recommE:Jndation by Gµilford (40~ p. 26~) $erved as a guide: 
If :Fis in$ignificant, of course, we should not apply t tests. 
Acceptance of the null hypothesis on the basis of an F-test 
automatically accepts the null hypothesis for all J?aiq; of means 
in the list, including the pairs with the largest differences. 
Since no! value was found which could be considered significant with 
a probab:U:Lty of .10 o:i:- l(;lss, null hypotheses could not be rejected for 
any o:l; the (;!ight MCI scales .. J;1;1 Table IX, page 66, are shown the MCI 
&cale Illean scores fq:r e:ach criteria group em,ployed in the study . 
• 
TABLE VIII 
MEAN SUMS OF SQIJARES AND F RATIOS FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source an-d 
Degrees of Freedom 
Mean Sums of :Squares and• [ Ratios,a {by Minneso-t-a Counseling Inventory Beale) 
V FR S-R E-S C R M L 
~etween., Total (5 d.L) 
Mean Sum of Squares 
Within (138 d.f.) 
Mean.~um of Squares 
.Between Dropouts an-d 
Non-drop-outs ( 1 d. f.) 
Mean Sum of Squares 
F Ratio 
Bet-ween ACT Score 
Leve 1 s ( 2 d . f. ) 
Mean Sum of Squares 
F Ratio 
Interaction (2 d. £.) 
Mean Sum of Squa~es 
-F Ratio 
65-.52 
93.50 
100.25 
{1.179) 
8.33 
(.891) 
100.34 
(1.073) 
4-0. 6J 
100. 70 
90.25 
(.896) 
36.18 
(. 359) 
20.27 
{.201) 
75.61 
101.35 
78.03 
(. 770) 
133.34 
(1.3L6) 
16.68 
(. t65) 
80.05 
100. 77 
10~56 
{ .105) 
10.64 
{.106) 
184.19 
.. (1.828) 
.8L52 
99.37 
lil. 3-6 
{1.181) 
69.27 
( .697) 
75.84 
(.763) 
-1-04.18 
100.88 
5.44 
(.054) 
212.70 
(2.108) 
· 45.-03 
( .44'6) 
115.62 
100.32 
25.84 
(. 258) 
218.94 
(2.182) 
57.20 
(.570) 
· 
8
.[ _ratios located -below corresponding. "greaterll mean sums of -squares; none s;igriificant · at 
probability level of .10 or lower. 
39. 71 
102.68 
.17 
(.002) 
68.76 
(.670) 
30.42 
(.296) 
°' u,
TABLE IX 
MCI SGALE MEAN SCORES FOR DRO:POUTS AND FOR NON-.DROPOUTS 
AT THREE COMPOSITE ACT SCORE LEVELSa 
E:x:Eerimental Grou12 
··tower ACT Intermediate Upper 
Sco1:e Level ACT Score Level Score 
:Non~ Non-
MCI Scale Dropouts dropouts Dropoµt;s dropouts Dropouts 
(x) (x) (x) (X) ex) 
Valic;l:i,ty 49.8 49.5 53.0 48.0 50.0 
Fc;1mily 
Relationships 51.9 50.1 49,5 49.3 51:0 
Social 
Relati9nf!hips 49.7 52.2 48,0 48.2 50,2 
Emotional 
Stab:i.Uty 50.7 49.5 4$.5 52,2 51.5 
Confo:r:m:i,ty 51.1 50,8 50.6 50.2 51.0 
Reali,ty 52,2 52.5 49.0 50.1 49.5 
Mood 50.7 51.6 47,6 47.4 52.9 
Leadership 50,6 50,7 49.5 47.7 50.0 
8 Valµes are reported in T·Score units; assumed mean 50, s. d' 
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ACT 
Level 
Non-
dropouts 
ex) 
50.1 
48.2 
51.9 
47.4 
46.3 
46,9 
49.6 
51.4 
10. 
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01:le c;1dditim:1al set of; tests wa1:1 made utiHzing di:ita frc;,m the analysis 
o;f va,ria"ce of MCI scale sco:r;ei;;, ! rat;io teste1 were made according to the 
procedure outlined by Guilfor~ (40, p.· 224) for tqe hypothesis that greater 
. . . 
vlu:ianc;:e wa1;1 associated with compos:lte ACT score group means than with 
d:ropout criterion group means (sel;! hypothesis i~ p<i!ge 39 of this repqr.t) .. 
Fo:r three of the eight MCJ: scales; Reality~-Mood, and Leadership; the! 
ratios obtained in this series of tests were large enough and in the right 
directio~ to indi~at~ one~tailtd·~r9babilitie$ of .25 or less associated 
with rejection of the nuU !or bypothesil:i i. The ! ratio obtai!;led for the 
Leadership s~ale was fouad to have ~n associated probability of less than 
.10 but greater than ,05. On the Validity, Family Relationships, and 
Conformity scales, larger variance estimates·were obtained for dropout 
criterion groµps than for compo1;1ite ACT score groups. The :t;'esults of this 
series off ratio tests w~re not considered sufficiently conclusive to 
..... 
warrant rejection of th1:1 null hypb}p.~s;i.scfor.:·.an.y:,ot the •·scales~ .. Various 
MC:I s<:!ales may tend to be more closely reliated to one than to the other 
of the crit~ria classifications, b~t it was not felt that the data obtained 
in this study clearly support su~h a conclusion, 
. Sutlll11ary of Results 
l;n th!i! c;:oµrse of thh investigation, i;tatistical tests were made for 
pine hypotheses whiGh were stated at the qutset o~ the study, and for an 
additional six which were inctuded to ;facilitate interpretation of other 
fin9ip,gs, The data upon, wh.ich stat:Lsti,cal tests were made were from a 
totd of 144 male stµdenti;i whq were enrolled a:; first semester freshmen 
in the Oklahoma.State Unive~sity College of Arts and Sciences in the 
]!'all of 1961, 
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In this section, results of the present etu,dy are sQmmarized with the 
hypotheses that were tested. Also given are the types of statistical 
tests utilized in testing the various hypothesee •. Results are presented 
;i.n the o;t;tdei: obtained and do not neces13arily follow the order in which 
thE:! hypothe:ses were previ.ously stated, Conclusioni, and recommendations 
based on these findings are presented in the final chapter of this report, 
There e~ist items in th~ Minnesota Counseling lhventory which will 
elicit significantly different responses from groups of subject~ 
designated as dropouts and nonwdropouts, the groups having matched 
frequency distributions of scholastic aptitude scores. 
Statistical ?ests 
Ch;i. squ1:1re, two ... tailed and directed one-tailed tests (38)(40, p. 234) 
. Results 
Twep.ty~:l;:01..n: MC! :item$ were fot,tnd to discriminate between the ci;-iterion 
groups at the .10 level. Fourteen of the same items and ten additional 
. 
.. 
items W(i!re found to ¢1iscriminate between criterion groups at the ,10 
point (directed test)i 
Disposition of Hipotheses 
'" ; .. ~ .. , ... ,,, ........ ,
Aiternate; Oori.:firm~d, 
The unevenness of the distr:i.bution of discr.iminatory items observed 
i.n the first, second, and ;f;inal one,,thirds of the MCI would not occur 
by ~hance alop.e, 
Statistical l'est 
~
One~sample chi square, two~tailed, 2 d,;f;, (80, pp, 42~47) 
Resµlts 
Cbi squ~re appro:x:i~tion = \5.789; a probability of hss than .001 
was found to be as~ociat~d with rejection of the null. 
Diseo.s~ti,on ~ hxeqth,eses 
Nµll: Rejected 
Alternate: .. Confi.rmed 
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. Responses qf dropout ~ubjects to item1:1 in the MCX Validity t;cale will 
indicate signiftcantly lower validity for the second one~half of the 
scale than for the first one~half, 
§tathtical Test 
·•.-,+···~ 
Results 
A probability of .12 was foµnd to be associated with rejection of the 
nu,11, 
Dheosit~on~ Exeotpese~ 
Nµll: ~ot reJect~d 
Alternate: Not ~an~irmed 
Res~onses of non~dropout subj~cts to items in the MCI Validity 
scde will indicate sig11ificantly lOWl;!l;' validity for the secoI1-d one-
•• half of the sc~le than for the first one~half. 
Statistici:11 Te$t 
~
Sign t;est, one .. tailed (~O, pp. 68 ... 7.5) • 
Results 
A ~robability of .19 was fou,n<;i to be associated with rejection of the 
null, 
D,i~posit.io,1?; of ~Xl?_ot,hes~s . 
Null.; Not rejected 
Alternate: . Not con:Urmed 
V. HY)?,othesis 
'I • 
Respo~ses ta the MCI Validity scale by d~opouts and noµ•dropouts 
combined ·.indicate signi£iqantly lower valic;lity for the second one., 
half of the scale than for the first one~half, 
Sign test, one~tailed (80, pp. 68~75) 
Results 
A probability of ,06 wa~ tound to Qe associated with rejection of 
tqe null. 
Di.s;eoe~ t,i?n. . .2!, llyeot~r se, s 
~\111: R,ej!:!cted 
Alternate: Confirmed 
V!. Hyizothesis 
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The proport:Lon of items ip. an MO! scale foui;i.d to di.scrimi.i;i.ate between 
dropouts and non•dropo~ts is significantly related to the proportion 
of the scale that is loca~ed in the first one ... third of the MCI. 
Stati,stical Test 
._......., 
Spearman rank~difference coefficient of correl9tion, followed by a 
one~tailed te~t of significance of ~he rho coefficient (40, pp. 
28~-288) 
Re:;ults 
Spearman rho= .50? a ~robability of .oe was found to be associated 
with rejecqon <;>f the null. 
Pisposi~ion ~ I{yeotheses 
Null: Rejected 
Alternate; . Confirmeq 
VU. Hxpothesis 
. I . . , 
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WJ;,.en ·~c; itemi; selected under hypothesis "I" a:i;-e combi;ned into a single 
dropout predictor scale, a significant positive relationship will be 
found between e~perimental scale score~ and continuation in college 
for .subjects i'q. the c1;oss-..vaU,dation sample. 
Po;i.nt ... biserial co!:!fficient of correlation (40, pp. 301~305); followed 
by a direet one~tailed t test of significance of the coefficient with 
1""T 
70 d,f. (40, p. 302). 
Results 
Point~biserial r ~ .274; ! = 2,38; a probability of .Ol was fo~nd to 
be associated with rejection of tp.e null, 
~ispos;i,tio,n 2! li'.l',poth~se~ 
:NuU: Rejected 
Alternate: Confirmed 
Scores on the e~per:hnental dropout predictor scale will be signifi,.cantly 
higher (stochastically) for non~dropouts than for dropouts within the 
cross~validation samples used in this study, 
Statistical Test 
-
One~tailed Kolmogorov~Smirnov two~sample test; 2 d,£. (80, pp. 127-136) 
ResuJts 
9hi square appro~imation = 5,645~ a probability of le$s than ,05 but 
greater·than .Olwas found to be associated with rejection of the null. 
Diseosition . ,g! Hypotheses 
Null: Rejected 
Alternate: Confirmed 
rx. flypothe~is 
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The coefficient of correlation between e:~q:)erimental dropout predictor 
scale scores and scholastic aptitude test scores will not differ 
significantly from zero for the cross•vplidation sample utilized in 
this study. 
Statistical Tests 
SpearfM!n rank-differE;!nce coefficieµt of correlation, followed by a 
two~tailed test of significance of the rho coefficient (40, pp. 
2S5,,.288) 
RE;!sults 
Spe,;1rm,;1n ?;'ho = , 148; a probi;lbU:i..ty of .n was found to be a:,sociated 
with rejection of the null. 
Disizosition .£! fl;YEotheses 
Null: Not rejected 
Alternate: Not confirmed 
:x;. Hy{?othesis 
Minnesota Counseling lnve~tory mean scores (on each of eight scales) 
will be sigµificantly higher for dropouts than for non-dropouts 
utilized in this study, 
Stati!tic!l Tests 
Analysis of vari,;1nce, ! ratio· (40, p. 274) 
Result13 
No! value was obtained of sufficient size to indicate that the proba~ 
bilit;y 1;1ssociated with rejection of the null would be as low a(, .10. 
Dispodtion .~. hyeoth
1
e~es 
Null; Not rejected in any case 
Alternate; Not confirmed in any case 
X!. H~:J?othesis 
Minnesota Counseling Inventory mean scores (on each of eight scales) 
will differ significantly between group~ designated as having lower, 
intermediate, and upper levels of measured scholastic aptitude. 
Statistical Tests 
Analysis of variance,! ratio (40, p. 274) 
Re 13Ul ts 
In no case was an! ratio found having an associated probability as 
low as .10. 
Disposition 0£ hypotheses 
N1,1ll; Not rejected for any scale 
Alternate: Not confirmed for any scale 
H;wothesis 
ln testin& hypothesis ir lower scholastic aptitude groups will have 
the highest MCJ: mean scores~ fo!lowed in order by groups represent-
ing the upper a~d the intermediate scholastic aptitude levels. 
Statistical Tests 
M:i=aningful .s, test$ could µot be made following non,.significant F 
ratios reported under hypqthesis Xl? above (40, p. 263). 
Results 
None 
Disgoaition gi h;¥:J?Ot~ese.s 
Null; Not rejected for any scale 
Alternate: Not ~onf:lrmed for any sc,;1le 
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XtII, ttyeothesis 
A significant interaction (with respect to scores on e~oh·of eight 
MCI scales) will be found to exist between measured scholastic aptitude 
l~vel and the dropout versus no~~dropout dichotomy. 
Stat;;i,stic,;11 ';['est 
~
Analysis of variance, F ratio (40, p. 274) 
...,. 
Resµlts 
For one scale. (Emotional Stability), an K ratio was found having an 
associated probability of les& thjn ;25. !In np~case.was an 
! ratio found having an associated probability as low as .10. 
Pisposition of Rypotheses 
.... ;., -~ ·1· .. ' .. 
Null: Not reje~ted for any scale 
A~ternate; Not confirmed for any scaie 
x;rv. H;y;eothesis 
-1,, . I I I 
In the ~malysis of vari.ari.ce of MC;!'. scale scores~ mean sums of squares 
associ,ated with mean~differ@nces among ACT score groups will be 
. si,g~ificantly less than thos~ associated with mean differences between 
dropout and non~dropout groups, 
Statistical !e~ts 
.Ailalysis of variance, ,t ratio (40, p. 224> 
Results 
a one~tailed probapility of ,10 or lower was found for only one scale 
(~eadershi:p), 
Diseosition .2! Hx;J?otl).eses 
Null; Not rejected for any scale 
Alternate: Not ·confirmed for ,1;1ny s1.;u~le 
CHAPTE;R. V 
SUMMAlll~ LIMITATIONS, .AND. CONCLUSIONS 
The principal objective of the study reported herein was to determine 
whether a valid cQllege dropout predictqr scale could be constructed from 
items included i1;1. the Mii;inesota Counseling Inventory. 'fhe subjects 
uti,li;!!;ed ii;i the study were m,de stt,1deat13 who were 19nr0Ued as first semester 
freshmen in the Oklahoma State University College of Arts and Sciences in 
the fall semester of 1961. For the purposes of this investigation, 
subjects were considered to be dropouts if they rece.ived no credit for 
ac_ad~m:tc work completed at Oklahoma State Univers~tY durii;i.g the fall 
semester of 1962. Subjec;:.ts cla1;1sified as 1:1-on. ... dropouts i:nqst have (a) 
receiyeq Aredit for ac~demic work coropieted in the Oklahoma State Uni-
versity Coll.ege of Arts and Scif:!nces during the 1962 fall semester, (b) 
earned credit in at le1;1st 36 sf;!mester hours of work, and (c) maintained 
a sufticiently high accumulative grade point ~verage (1.50) to meet the 
University scholastic;i utjuirement · fqt, contiri.uimg 'in enrollment. 
Groups of drQpouts and of non .. dropouts were sdected h;:1ving matched 
~requepcy distributi~ns of composite ACT s~ores. A group of dropouts 
and a groµp of non-c;lropoutswere selected to represent each of three levels 
of scholastic aptitude, The lt;!veh were designated as "lower," "inter .. 
me<;liate~" and "upper," The.eompo!;lite A.C'r acore iptervals representing 
the th~ee scholastic aptitude levels were 0.5 ~ 18.~, 18,6 - 21.s, and 
21.6 .. 36,5. 
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Data for one•half of the sqJ?jectfi\ in each of the s.;i,x experimental 
grouping1;1 were utUized in validating Minnesota Counseling Inventory items 
for inclusion in an experimental dropout predictor scale, Data for the 
rewaining subjects were held back for cross~validation purposes. 
In an item validity analysis 1 chi square tests were made for each 
NCI item to dete:i;minEJ whether responses of dropout subjects !:Ind non-drop-
out subjects were signifii;::antly different, for a tot,;11 of ,34 MCI items, 
chi square values were obt!:lined which were of sufficient size to indicate 
that the item had discriminated between the criterion groups. To be 
considered discrimin!:ltory. items were required to yield chi square approxi~ 
mations having probabilities of ,10 or less in either a two~tailed test 
or a direct~d one~tailed test, 
Minnesota Counseling Inventory responses of subjects in the cross-
validaqop samples were s<:.ored fpr the 34 items included in the experi-
mE?ntd dropout predictor $Cal(?, A point,,biserial coefficient of correla-
tion of .274 was obtained for the relationship betweeq scores on the 
e;icperimental scale ap.<;l the dropout versus non-dropo\lt dichotomy. The 
obtained coefficient was found to be significantly greater (in a positive 
direction) than zero~ with a probability of .01, A non-parametric ~olmo~ 
gorov,.Smirnov two~9aµiple test indicated that experimental scale scores for 
non~dropouts were si,gnificantly higher than those for dropoµts, with a 
propabi,lity of lesi;; thi:'!n .0,5, but greater than .01. A Spearman rank-
difference correlation coeffi,cient of .147 was found for the relationship 
between experii;nental scale scores and compoaite ACT scores for members of 
the orQss .. validation sample. The coef;Eicient did not diff(;lr significantly 
f:i:om ze:i;-o, with a probability as low s:;1s .10 (two-tailed) 70 d,f.). 
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A s~condary obJect:Lve of the study reported on these pages was to 
test the general hypothesis that for each of the three designated scholastic 
aptitude hveh, MCI responses of dropout subjects would indici!lte signifi-
cantly less favorable personal and social adjustment than responses made 
by non.~ropout subjects, Tests were also made for the hypothesis that 
subjects in the lowest scholastic aptitude classification would have the 
highest (le~st favor1able) adjustment scores,. followed in order by subjects 
in the upper and the intermediate scholastic aptitude score intervals, 
The r~sults of statistical tests made for these and other related hypotheses 
were suggestive~ but not generally conclusive. Specifiq findings are 
reported i.n d~tail in Chapter lV of this report. 
Limitations 
In interpreting the findings of this investigation, the reader should 
be cognizai:,.t of certain assoc,\iated limitations. A brief discussion wi 11 
be preseo:t;:ed here of factors which may have !!!Ubstantidly :i,nfluenced the 
results reported herein. 
Ac~ording to a series of statistical tests reported earlier, subjects 
µt:i,lized for th:i,s study apparently made more valid responses during the 
first one-fifth of the Minnesota Counsel:i,ng Inventory than after they had 
comphted one,.fifth of that instrument. This finding assumes considerable 
importance when viewed in connection with the finding that a dispropor~ 
tionately low number of items located near tpe beginning of the MCI were 
found to diacriminate between dropouts and non .. dropouts. Of the first 119 
items in the MCI, only four were found to be discriminatory, according to 
the chi square procedures used in this study. The findings of this study 
suggest that at the outset, responses made to MCI items by dropouts and 
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by non .. dropouts tended to be c:ililte an<;l refatively valid (as [I\easured by 
the MCI Vali.dit;.y scale). llow1;1ver, it i,ippear1;1 that as subjects included in 
the two groups progressed through the inventory, their re~ponses tended to 
become dissimilar and less valid. The implication of these findings seems 
to be tqat differtng modes of reacting to a testing situation may have 
influenced the d~s~gnat;i..on 0£ items as "discr:i.mi.natory" as much as the 
p~rsonal and social adj4stment factqrs which the MCI purportedly measures, 
A secpnd limitation a~soci1:1ted with .the present study was the 
relatively small number of MOI items found to di~c~iminate between the drop ... 
out and non .. dt'opou,t·cdt~r:ion groups. :Uemi; were included in the experi ... 
mental dropout predictor scale if corresponding chi sq1.,1t;1re approximations 
were found.· to have assoe:i.iJ!ted probabPibties ! Of.·: ,.10,. br. less in, e;lther 
a two~tailed or a directed one•tailed test, The combined rejection region 
associated with the two tests represented fifteen percent of the area 
u,ndel." the normal cwrve. Thus, by chance alone, fi:fteen percent of the 355 
items in the MCI might have been declared discriminatory in one or the 
other of the teats employed, The p(;lrcentages of items found to be dis-
c:dminato:ry within the :l:iJ::st 1 the sE;Jco~d, and the final one ... thirds of the 
Minnesota Co~useling Inventory were 3.4, 11,9, and 13~6, respectively. 
In view of these obs!:lrv~tioas, it mul$t l:>e concluded that items included 
in the e~perimental scale may have been sel~cted largely on the basis of 
.chance, 
A third limitation of this study is in connection with the population 
on which it waa based, The population was made up of males in only one 
£reahmap. elass in a liberal &t'ts college at a state university in the 
southwestern portion of the United States. Furthermore, dropout and non-
dropout subjects wer~ selected to provide samples of equal size representing 
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the lower, the middle~ and the upper one-thirds of the available distri-
butions o~ composite ACT scores. Because of the nature of the sampling 
procedure selected, it may be said that each experimental sample is 
repr~sentative of the portion of the population from which it was drawn, 
However, because of the decision to m,:;1ximize and equa1:i,.ze sample size 
acroas the crit~ria groupings, it cannot be said that the total sample 
drawn is representative of the total population. for example, in two of 
the six groupings the probability of a given population member becoming a 
sample member was 1.00; wh:i..le i1;1, other ciaE:ies it was as low as ,29, The 
inequali;ty:was; due to' the: fact that few iti.di!viduals with high composite 
AC'l' scores were identified as dropouts, while few individuals with low 
composite ACT scores were found among the identified non~dropouts. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
In v;tew of the limitations discussed in the preceding section,· a 
conservative interp1;etaqon, would appear to be ;in.order for the findings 
of this study. 
Sti3tistical tests made in cross-validating the experimental c;lropout 
p',t"edictc;,r 1=1calE;! constructed in this study i,ndicated that dropouts made 
signific13ntly lower l::lcores on the scale than did non-dropouts. The 
associat!;!d probability was less than .05, but greater than .01. That 
finding was substantiated by the finding of a coefficient of correlation 
between experimental sc13le scores and the dropout criterion which was 
si~nificantly greater than zero (in a predicted direction), with a proba 9 
bility equal to ,01. 
~t wa$ observed th~t even tho~gh the obtained coeffici~nt of correla~ 
tion was significantly greater than zero, experimeri.tal scale scores 
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accounted fo:r less t;han tEln percent (,!.pl;,i . :::;;. ,07,5) bf the variance between 
the criterion groups. On the bads of this observation, it was concluded 
that the practical value of the experimental seale for predictive purposes 
is quite limited, In testing the scale with a cross~validation sample it 
wa1;1 found that 47,6 percent; of the dropout subjects and 19,8 percent of 
the non .. dx-opoµt sub)ects sc;ored below t;he cut ... off point c:1t which the dis-
cr;imin.ato:ry power of the inat;rument was great~$t. 
The ~µstomary analysis of vc:1riance procedures cc:1rried out in this study 
for Minnesota Counseling tnventory sc,;1le scores produced no ,E values of 
sufficient s~ze to be cansideied statistically significant with probability 
as li;,w q$ the .10 point, The findings did s1,1ggest that MCI scale scores 
v,;1:ry at least a!ii much in assoc;tation wi1;:h composite ACT score level c:1s with 
the dropotJt versus non .. dropout dichotomy. Interpreted rigo-rously, however~ 
the ana~ysis of variance resQlts of this study did not support the con-
dus:i,.on that significapt relationships exist.between,MCI,scde'scores 
and the criteria against which they were e:x;amined. 
Wit;h respect to fqture re$earch on the prediction of :Lndiyidual cases 
of college dropout, results of this investigation suggest that, for popula~ 
tions of the type studi,d, fa9tors other than personal and social adjust-
ment as measured by the MCI shou~d be considered, 
The design of the present investigation did not include a direct 
test of the relative importance of "personal" as opposed to "situatiom1l" 
variables in the etiology of college dropout~ However, the absence of 
fi~dings supporting a strong relationship between personality factors and 
dropout suggests that other r~lation.ships should be considered. Future 
invest;i.gations <;>f col,l~ge dropo1,1t might profitably e~amine the interaction 
of both personal and environmental variables along lines s~ggested by 
Stern (91), '.!1;listlewaite (93), and Nasat:i;r (72). 
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APJ;!ENI)J;X 
~ABLE~ 
MINNESOTA COUNS~LIN9 INVENTORY ITEMS INCL~DED 
IN THE EXl'ERIMeNTAL DRO;r?OUT l?REDIC'.POR 
SCALE, WIT» SCORING ~y 
89 
M:t;C Item 
:r:;i\1mber lte'm 
Key for 
'Non;..dr9pouts 
8, I f:i,l'.).d it hard· to keep my mind on a tas.k or job. False 
31. I resent hav;Lng anyone t,;:i.ke me ir). so devedy that 
I havei t;:o adµ1Jt he put one over on m,e. l'rue 
40. J; have been depressed beca,t,tse of low mar'k.s in iichool i False 
109. I feel Ul,{e ~iving up 9-uicldy when things go wrong. False 
U3, At times I havE;J fits of laughter a,1:1d crying that ;c 
cannot CQntrol. )false 
143. Sometimes without any reason or even when things are 
gc:iing wrong I feel e:x:c;Ltedly happy, "on top <;Df the 
wo:dd, 11 False 
146, I have had bial;!rk spells in which my act::;i.vities were 
inte:i;rupted and I did not know what W<\l.S going on 
around me 1 False 
147. I like to take the first step in mak:i,.ng friends. False 
149. Qrit;Lcism dist;;t,trbs me greatly. . True 
151. I find it hard to set aside a task that l have 
undertaken, even for a short time. False 
157, I have very few quarrels with members of my family, False 
P2. Cr;i.ticism or scold!ng hurts me ter:i;-ibly, True 
187. Most people will t,1i;;E;? somewhat; t,mfair means' to gain 
profit or advantage rather than to lo~e it, False 
. MCI Item 
Number 
TABLE X (Continued) 
item 
198. I ha,ve had per,i,ods when I hlt so full of pep that 
sleep di~ not se1:1m n,ecessary ;for days 1;1.t a time, 
.!{ey for 
Non-dropouts 
False 
203, · At times I have enjoyed being h\lrt by someone I loved. False 
220. . I don't seem to c,are· what happens· to me, False 
228, I sometimes tease animals. 
234. It makes we feE;?l like a tail1..n:e when I hear of the 
success of somec;ine I know well. 
244, r ai:n c;J.ltnost never bothered by pains over the heart 
OJ;' in m,y chest:. 
246. My rel~tives arf;! nea:i;,ly all in sympathy with me, 
248. :t-:ly hands l1ave not become clumsy or awkward. 
252. I have disagreed with my parents about my choice 
of a U,fe work~ 
269, I w~sh l CO\lld be as h,;1.ppy as others seem to be. 
271, Once a week or oftener I become very excited. 
281. When in a group of people I have trouble 
ttiinking 0£' the right things to talk about, 
286, I enjoy gambling for s~ll stakes, 
305, I seldom or never have dizzy spells. 
306. ;J: think most pf;!oph would Ue to get ahead. 
320. I enjoy entertaining people, 
;335. I feel ¢mbarrassed when ent:erin.g a public c;3.ssembly 
after evl:)ryone €;Ilse has been seated. 
33 7. Some pf;!ople are so bossy that I feel like doing the 
opposite of wh~t they request, even though I know 
they are :dght, 
'l'rue 
False 
l'rue 
True 
l'rue 
False 
True 
;False 
True 
False 
False 
False 
True 
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MCI ltem 
Number 
TABLE X (qcmtirtued) 
!tem 
344. l amannqyed by soc:ial aqtiv;ities. 
J48. I have disagreed wit:h lllY parents about the w,;1y 
in whi.oh work around the house should be doJle. 
350. :J'. hesitate to ~nter a.:J:'oom,'by myself when a group 
91 
Key for 
NonT"tiropouts 
False 
True 
qf people are sittipg around the room .. talking together. Fdse 
Dropout~ 
Propout? 
TABLE xr 
EXrERIMENl~L PROPOUT P~~D!CTOR SCALE SCORES 
ANP CQ!1POSITE ACT SCORES FOR 
CRQSS-V4L!DAT!ON S~PLES 
Criteri1;1. Code Number Composite 
<;;roup of Subject ACT Score. 
Upp!;?r A.Cl' Score Level 113 22 
114 25 
115 24 
ll6 23 
117 25 
118 28 
U9 25 
120 22 
121 22 
122 27 
12.J 24 
124 25 
:rntel;'i:nediate ACT 
Score Level 213 20 
n4 20 
215 20 
216 19 
217 19 
218 ·19 
219 21 
220 21 
221 19 
222 20 
223 19 
224 20 
PropQUt'.~ Lower AOT ~cor<;! Level 313 16 
314 18 
315 15 
316 15 
317 15 
318 13 
319 12 
320 14 
321 18 
322 15 
323 15 
324 10 
92 
Expe:dmentq.l 
Scale Score 
15 
20 
24 
21 
17 
20 
21 
13 
14 
20 
17 
18 
20 
21 
20 
16 
18 
17 
20 
18 
17 
21 
25 
15 
16 
22 
16 
14 
21 
19 
17 
22 
20 
18 
24 
21 
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TA~LE XI (Gontipued) 
Critert1;1. Code Number Composite Experimental 
G;i:-oµp of ~uoject ACT Score Scale Score 
Non .. Qrqpoµt, Uppe:i;" ACT 
$Gore I,,evel 413 24 22 
414 28 24 
415 23 21 
416 26 17 
417 24 20 
418 ,23 20 
419 26 23 
420 27 22 
421 26 20 
422 23 23 
423 23 21 
424 25 25 
N1:rn.~d:i;-9ppt,1t, lnt;ermediaj.:e 
ACT ~core Level 513 20 17 
514 19 21 
515 21 23 
516 ;n 15 
517 21 19 
518 19 21 
519 20 19 
520 19 19 
521 19 22 
sn 21 22 
523 19 22 
524 20 20 
Non.,,dropout:, I.owe:i;A.CT 
Scor~ Level 6U 13 18 
614 14 18 
615 18 21 
616 7 22 
617 17 19 
618 16 25 
619 16 16 
620 16 15 
671 18 20 
622 18 21 
623 18 21 
624 18 19 
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